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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Coastal communities in Connecticut suffer from chronic flooding and erosion damage due to the effects of severe weather events, storm surge and sea-level rise. To reduce the negative socio-economic consequences wrought by these natural disasters, it is necessary to activate social or human resilience that could enable these communities to efficaciously adapt to and mitigate the flood and erosion outcomes in their natural environment. This project aims to advance our knowledge of the human factors that promote individual and collective actions for building community resilience against the threat of flooding, erosion and sea-level rise. Specifically, the project invited residents from the Town of Fairfield and the City of Bridgeport to share their beliefs, attitudes, intentions and behaviors that may promote their individual and collective efficacy necessary to build a resilient coastal community.

The Town of Fairfield is a suburban community whose residents are relatively homogeneous in terms of their demographic profile. By comparison, the City of Bridgeport is an urban community whose residents are highly diverse in demographic terms. Key findings of this project are highlighted as follows.

- Residents in both communities share similar fear, anxiety, and vulnerability beliefs associated with the flood and erosion risk that they face at the individual and community level.
- Fairfield respondents, relative to those from Bridgeport, appear to feel less efficacious individually and collectively as a community to address their environmental risk via sharing the burdens for risk management between their own community, other CT coastal communities and U.S. taxpayers.
- While just over half of both samples believe that another Sandy-like superstorm could arrive in the next hurricane season, Fairfield residents appear to be relatively more risk averse than their Bridgeport counterparts.
- TV stations and cable TV networks that provide weather-forecast related news (online and offline) are the primary sources for receiving flood-risk information, alongside weather-related mobile phone applications. Personal social networks (including family, relatives, friends and neighbors) are likewise considered a popular source for receiving flood-risk information by proportionately more Bridgeport than Fairfield respondents.
- Social media are the least-referenced sources for receiving flood-risk information. The Bridgeport sample is two-to-ten times more likely than the Fairfield sample to report that they receive such information from social media platforms.
- Most respondents from both communities believe that a hypothetical parcel tax policy (independent from property value) will receive support from their own household or property owners at risk in CT’s coastal communities. They also believe that a bonding policy will be a more viable funding scheme than a taxing policy. While most Bridgeport respondents support a flat fee for all property owners, most Fairfield respondents favor a prorated fee (weighed by property proximity to a floodplain).
A majority of respondents from both communities consider the following information to be important to them: who is in charge of resilience project planning, what these projects are, how much the projects would cost, and whether these projects would affect the residents/community.

The importance of science in validating the rationale for planning resilience projects is conferred by 79%-87% of the respondents.

The top-three most effective means for communication engagement mentioned by the Fairfield sample include the use of emails, public meetings and then phone messages. Bridgeport respondents prefer the utilization of inter-neighborhood working groups and public meetings, followed by neighborhood/community design workshops and emails/phone messages.

Between 26% and 44% of Fairfield respondents are interested in directly engaging the citizen-led Flood and Control Board to learn about or participate in resilience planning in their community. At least 46% of respondents wish to keep up with the upcoming resilience planning events and another 25% may be interested in receiving resilience planning resources.

A vast majority of Bridgeport respondents have expressed interest in directly engaging and participating in resilience planning activities hosted by the Resilient Bridgeport project. About an equal number of them also desire to keep up with resilience planning resources and upcoming planning events.

As the concept of community can vary depending on a combination of historical, social, cultural, racial, ethnic, geographic or ideological factors, it could be challenging to establish a community identity that aligns with individual beliefs about environmental conservation and climate change. Hence, an approach that looks to progressively build the social capital needed to achieve that common ground and shared vision could be cultivated. Public engagement and communication strategies are important tools for cultivating social capital among members of a community.

The lessons learned from the current project suggest that the notion of a resilient community should be conceptualized as a multidimensional living construct, if the goal is to build and strengthen the capacity, motivation and resolve of community members with different socio-cultural identities to resist the threat and reduce the risk stemming from climate change.
BACKGROUND

Coastal flooding and erosion stemming from the combined influences of severe weather events, storm surge and sea-level rise has presented serious environmental challenges to Connecticut’s coastal communities. Aside from enhancing the physical resilience that could help reduce the structural damage brought by these severe weather events, social or human resilience remains the backbone that drives necessary actions to prevent, mitigate and recover from negative socio-economic consequences in these coastal communities.

While the scientific literature offers a rich body of field evidence, best practices and policy options for flooding and erosion mitigation strategies, our knowledge remains limited about the human factors that reflect individual risk beliefs, attitudes, motivations and behavioral intentions toward developing or applying individual and/or collective efficacy to actively participate in community-based mitigation. This project intends to fill that empirical gap by assessing the human factors facilitating individual and collective community action for building socioeconomic resilience against the threat of flooding, erosion and sea-level rise.

The goals of this project are to:

1) Evaluate community resident and stakeholder responses to resilience planning as the basis for developing recommended communication and engagement strategies;
2) Recommend tailored communication strategies aimed at motivating community residents and stakeholders to take ownership of community resilience planning; and
3) Recommend tailored engagement strategies aimed at empowering community stakeholders to develop social resilience and generate support for community-based resilience planning.

To assess the human factors that influence an individual and a community’s motivation to engage in the discourse and planning action related to mitigation projects to build socioeconomic resilience, this project collected focus group data from the residents and stakeholders of the City of Bridgeport and the Town of Fairfield. Specifically, a mixed methods approach – including focus groups and surveys – was adopted for this empirical project.

Participants for the focus groups conducted in each community involved a mix of community residents and stakeholders. Community residents included individuals who reside in the areas that are most impacted by weather-induced flood and erosion. Stakeholders were represented by leaders of community organizations, neighborhood association members, legislative members of the municipal government, resilience planning personnel, mitigation practitioners, and the like.

Respondents for the survey live in the same flood-prone areas where the focus group participants also reside. The survey conducted in each community enabled a large number of residents to consider a set of wide-ranging measures that assess their response to twenty different topics – with flood risk-management planning or resilience building – at the individual, community and institutional level.

---

SECTION 1: PROJECT DESCRIPTION

1.1 Project Sites

Fairfield and Bridgeport were chosen as the project sites for several reasons. First, these two communities were both severely impacted by Super-storm Sandy. Second, each of these communities also has serious on-going flooding and erosion problems that require continuing mitigation project planning and implementation. Third, the Town of Fairfield and the City of Bridgeport offer significant demographic differences (Fairfield is a suburb with largely homogeneous population and Bridgeport represents an urban area with greater socioeconomic and racial diversity). Having these two different communities as project sites offers a unique opportunity to discover the potential idiosyncratic responses toward the mitigation challenges faced by each community.

The map (see Figure 1) below depicts the location of the municipalities of Fairfield and Bridgeport in relation to the Long Island Sound. This map also shows the rivers located in these two municipalities that flow into the Long Island Sound, which can overflow during a heavy rain fall or storm surge from the coast during a severe weather event. Within each municipality, the areas that are most affected by coastal flooding, erosion and sea-level rise were targeted for assessment and human-subject data collection. A map for each of these areas designated for data collection is provided in conjunction with the findings that will be separately described for each project site in a later section below.

---

Figure 1
Map of
City of Bridgeport
and Town of Fairfield

---

2 Tow of Fairfield GIS, Retrieved from http://metrocog.mapxpress.net/Fairfield/.
1.2 Project Implementation

Outreach efforts were advanced to reach out and engage neighborhood association organizers, community leaders, municipal officials and relevant mitigation project planning personnel associated with each designated project site. In turn, these community leaders and stakeholders extended their cooperation to advise and support the completion of this project. This cooperation also included dialogues about historic and current adaptation and mitigation strategies, alongside site visits to inspect the locales that are at risk for or have on-going flood and erosion damage.

For the Fairfield project site, cooperation, guidance and/or logistical support was obtained from the Flood and Erosion Control Board, Department of Conservation, Engineering Department and the Office of First Selectman. The Flood & Erosion Control Board and the Office of the First Selectman were instrumental in facilitating sample recruitment and/or implementing the data collection procedure for both focus groups and the survey. Additional consultation service was provided by a mitigation design practitioner and an environmental policy expert. The Town of Fairfield provided Town Hall facilities for conducting the focus groups.

From the Bridgeport site, this project received substantial cooperation and expert consultation from the mitigation planning administrator, project managers, designers and communication professionals associated with the Resilient Bridgeport Project as well as grassroots organizations and other community stakeholders. The Resilient Bridgeport Project’s public engagement division, grassroots organizations and selected community stakeholders assisted this project with sample recruitment and/or implementing the data collection procedure for both the focus groups and survey. The Resilient Bridgeport Project provided its facilities for conducting the focus group in the City of Bridgeport.

1.3 Data Collection Procedure

Two focus groups were conducted separately for each project site.\(^3\) Data collection for these focus groups was completed in April of 2019. Potential focus group participants were randomly selected from an email list; they were invited to consider whether to participate in the study through an email announcement. Each focus group took about 1½ hours to complete; each participant received a gift card as compensation for their time and effort. To protect participant privacy, no personal identification information was recorded. The anonymized focus group data sets were audio-recorded; data were coded, analyzed and then summarized for reporting below.

A survey was conducted on the Internet for each project site independently.\(^4\) Data collection for these surveys was concluded in July of 2019. The survey was hosted on a cloud-based survey service site and took about an average of 30 minutes to complete. Potential survey respondents were selected from an email list; they were invited to consider whether to participate in the study through an email announcement. Each participant that completed the survey received a gift card as compensation for their time and effort. Personal identification information was not recorded for survey participants to help protect their privacy. The anonymized survey data were downloaded, validated and then analyzed, before they were summarized for reporting below.

\(^3\) Focus group questions are available via https://circa.uconn.edu/communications-resilient-coastal-communities/.

\(^4\) Survey questionnaires are available via https://circa.uconn.edu/communications-resilient-coastal-communities/.
In terms of the email lists utilized by the project to recruit study samples, the sources for these email databases varied between the two project sites. For the Town of Fairfield, the email list was provided by the Flood and Erosion Control Board of the Town who has access to an email database that contains contact information for residents across all 10 districts of the Town. Fairfield residents who participated in the focus groups were not invited to respond to the survey.

For the Bridgeport site, the email list originated from the following these sources 1) Bridgeport residents who attended public meetings/design workshops hosted by the Resilient Bridgeport Project, 2) Bridgeport stakeholders that are grassroots/community organization leaders and serve on the Citizen Advisory Committee for the Resilient Bridgeport Project, and 3) the public engagement division employed by the Resilient Bridgeport Project. Bridgeport residents who were focus group participants did not receive an invitation to the survey.

### 1.4 Project Findings

Findings from the focus groups and surveys conducted for the two project sites are reported separately below. Focus group findings presented will cover the summary for the participants’ answers and discussion in response to a prepared list of discussion questions. This summary will be organized based on the key themes drawn from the focus group narratives.

Survey findings will provide different sets of descriptive statistics associated with participant responses to survey questions that are organized to measure a set of theory- or practice-based concepts. Each set of descriptive statistics presented will be accompanied by a separate discussion that summarizes and interprets the statistical findings.

The report below will present and discuss the focus group findings for the Fairfield site first, followed by the Bridgeport site. Survey findings will be reported in the same order.

---

### SECTION 2: FAIRFIELD PROJECT FINDINGS

Data collection was conducted in three of the ten voting districts located in the Town of Fairfield (see Figure 2). These ten voting districts make up Representative Town Meeting (RTM) of the Town. The three districts (districts 7, 9 and 10) targeted as the Fairfield region for data collection are the areas that have been most impacted by past flood events; they are also the regions that are most susceptible to the negative consequences of flood, erosion and sea-level rise.

These three districts are highlighted in aqua blue, light blue and brown color, respectively, in Figure 2 below. A hurricane inundation map that indicates the different elevation levels in the areas associated with districts 7, 9 and 10 is shown in Figure 3 below.

---

5 Representative Town Meeting (RTM), Fairfield, CT, Retrieved from https://www.fairfieldct.org/RTM.

Figure 2
District Map of Town of Fairfield

Figure 3
Fairfield Hurricane Inundation Study Map
A hurricane surge inundation map (Figure 4)\(^7\) and a “tentatively selected” mitigation plan (Figure 5)\(^8\) for Fairfield produced by the US Army Corps of Engineers are shown below.

---

**Figure 4**
Connecticut Hurricane Evacuation Study

**Figure 5**
U.S. Army Corps’s of Engineers: Proposed Mitigation Plan

---


A. FAIRFIELD FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS

Six major themes were constructed based on the discussion content summarized for the two focus groups. These six themes and their affiliated findings are detailed separately below.

2.1.1 Risk Communication

All thirteen participants from the two focus groups combined have heard of the terms 100-year flood and 50-year flood, except for two participants that were unfamiliar with the latter. Participants unequivocally indicated that the terminology of 100-year flood, for example, is no longer useful, as severe storms or major hurricanes have become more frequent occurrences in recent years. All participants believed that both terms could be either confusing or misleading as well. For instance, participants mentioned that people could be confused by the meaning of “100 years: and think that they will not experience any severe flood in their lifetime. Otherwise, they could be misled to think that a 1% risk is too negligible to require their attention.

Participants suggested that alternative terms should be adopted to more realistically and practically reflect the flood risk faced by the community. Their suggestions include describing the flood risk on an ordinal scale – such as level of risk or level of strength – to make the metric more user-friendly. They further mentioned that this could be achieved through placing the focus on the severity of the risk and structural vulnerability, instead of the probability of risk. One participant also lamented the lack of emphasis on effective communication about defining and explaining these concepts in the larger context of climate change.

2.1.2 Recovery Experience

About one-third of the participants have experienced flood damage on their property due to Super Storm Sandy. Nearly half of them had either a positive or negative experience with FEMA or the insurance company. It was a challenging learning experience for them to understand how recovery works, as well as the delays caused by bureaucracy and minute insurance policy details. All of those experiencing property damage indicated that they endured a lot of hardship and life disruption, due to the flood damage, which made their property uninhabitable up to weeks (or longer). They also acknowledged that the flood experience has engendered on-going concerns with the future safety of their property.

2.1.3 Anticipation and Fear

All participants anticipated that another Sandy-like storm could occur during the next hurricane season. They also expressed frustration, anxiety, fear and/or depression associated with the need for mitigation and the potential of facing another severe weather disaster. Most participants pointed out that continuing development of large and upscale residential homes on the coast seems counterproductive to “the mitigation plans recommended” or “implemented” by the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP). They believed that factors such

---

9 “The Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) is charged with conserving, improving and protecting the natural resources and the environment of the state of Connecticut as well as making cheaper, cleaner and more reliable energy available for the people and businesses of the state.” (See https://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=2690&q=322476&deepNav_GID=1511).
as zoning regulation and construction location on the beach front as approved by the local municipality could undermine DEEP’s direction of mitigation policy.

2.1.4 Resilience Knowledge

Participants appeared to be familiar with the basic or commonly adopted mitigations strategies to reduce flood and erosion damage. Specifically, they suggested different techniques that could be adopted such as the use of reef balls (referenced as a strategy used by the Town of Stratford), breakwalls, bulkheads and seawalls as well as elevating residential structure and the interior utility system. Some also commented that zoning of housing construction in areas such as beach cliffs or high-risk areas is a concern for implementing any effective mitigation practice. Even though none mentioned any living shoreline solutions, participants were familiar with the utilization of built structures and hand-made solutions (e.g., home-made sandbags) to prevent erosion and reduce flooding damage around their own property and homes in their neighborhood. One participant criticized “poor dredging of Pine Creek after Hurricane Sandy.” Others stated that “inadequate measures” or “inadequate strategies” have been put in place for dealing with the forthcoming effects of climate change. Still others pointed out their disagreement with the government policy (i.e., DEEP) on flood and erosion mitigation planning. It appears that participants understand the basic mitigation strategies but don’t have sufficient in-depth knowledge about the effectiveness of these strategies, if the strategies are applied to reduce the flood and erosion challenges across different locales in practice.

2.1.5 Motivations and Barriers

Some participants stated that past flood experience could help motivate a property owner to support the resilience plans proposed for the Town. Others suggested that individual motivation, a united community voice and/or the necessary funding can lead to more certainty in identifying effective mitigation solutions and overcome the barriers to support DEEP’s policy proposals. However, participants did not feel optimistic about protecting their property with most of the known mitigation strategies. Most of them also did not feel confident that DEEP could receive sufficient community support for their “mitigation plans” or successfully address the flood and erosion challenges. Participant perceptions of how other members of the Town have responded to the effects of flood and erosion provide a good glimpse into their own perceived lack of self-efficacy and collective efficacy in confronting these negative environmental impacts in their community. The seemingly pessimistic comments they shared include: (1) “not in my backyard” mentality form some residents at the Town level; (2) Town residents’ denial of the hazards (caused by flood/erosion); (3) community residents’ low awareness or skepticism of the beach as an economic asset; and (4) Town residents’ resentment toward beach property owners. Others appeared to disagree with “DEEP’s approach” to resilience planning, which they perceived to be placing an emphasis on building the coastal environmental resilience that may not provide the needed protection for their own beach property.

2.1.6 Potential Policy Options

Participants were asked to evaluate a hypothetical public policy option, using the annual flat parcel tax model ($12 per parcel) implemented in nine counties of the San Francisco Bay area as an example; this San Francisco area policy will raise $500 million over 20 years to implement
mitigation projects to preserve the natural environment of the Bay. Nearly all participants believed that a parcel tax at a higher amount than $12 and is prorated, based on proximity to beach could garner support from the community. But none was certain about the dollar amount necessary for implementing this hypothetical taxing model to generate enough funds for implementing local mitigation projects, due to the much smaller population base in CT’s coastal communities, relative to that of San Francisco. While some participants suggested that the parcel tax should not be a statewide mandate, others considered bonding to be a better policy option. Still, one participant cautioned that that creating a tiered parcel tax system will be challenging and another maintained that Fairfield residents are already paying high property taxes.

2.1.7 Summary Analysis

The summary analysis suggests that participants desire more effective communication from relevant government agencies and the science community when they explain the concepts related to coastal flood risk. They emphasized that utilization of more intuitive and easily accessible terminology to present the flood-risk information would allow them to become better-educated about how to interpret the risk prediction metrics; in turn, this would enable them to make a more informative evaluation about their own risk associated with future flood events.

For those who endured and recovered from the damage caused by Hurricane Sandy, their experience with post-storm recovery was mixed. The lesson that these respondents learned from such experience has triggered continuing concerns with their quality of life and the safety of their property. As such, most participants expressed frustration, anxiety and fear about the uncertainty surrounding what potential disaster that the next superstorm event may bring and when it may arrive. Some of them did not feel confident about whether “effective mitigation strategies” could be implemented by DEEP, through referencing “the inconsistencies between local community practice and DEEP’s “mitigation planning” as an example.

Most participants displayed familiarity with basic mitigation strategies that could help reduce the flood and erosion damage, they were equally disillusioned with the ability of their community and DEEP to share the same vision in mitigation planning and decision-making. As for the potential of proposing a hypothetical parcel tax as a supplemental source to fund mitigation projects in the future, some participants believed that the policy is worth further consideration, but most were concerned about the added financial burden on taxpayers.

B. FAIRFIELD SURVEY FINDINGS

In total, 302 valid survey responses were gathered from the three districts targeted in the Town of Fairfield. The response category “Refused to Answer” was provided for each survey item of the questionnaire. Likewise, the response category of “Don’t Know Enough to comment” or “Not Applicable” was included with the survey items, whenever appropriate. Data associated with all three response categories were treated as “missing values” when performing statistical analysis; for this reason, they were not included in the results reported below.

To summarize and present the large amount of survey findings, 21 different conceptual clusters have been identified and explicated below.
2.2.1 Resident Characteristics

Survey respondents from the Fairfield project site have a very high home ownership rate, with 78.1% reporting that they own at least one residential home and another 14.6% indicating that they live in a rental home. Within a household, the average number of residents is 2.89 (SD = 1.22). Of all households, 49.8% have at least one dependent child. On average, respondents have lived in Fairfield for 12.5 years; 62.9% of them are employed full-time and another 13% employed part-time. The average age of respondents is 47.6 years old (SD = 2.72). While their median annual household income is $150,000, 85.7% of the respondents reported that they have at least a four-year college degree. Of all respondents, 46.2% are males and 53.5% are females; another 0.3% identified their gender as “other.”

The current sample’s gender ratio is comparable to that of the 2017 U.S. census data, which reports a gender ratio of 53% female to 47% male for adults; the census data does not contain the “other” gender category. In terms of racial composition, the current sample shows that 88.1% of the respondents are White, 0.7% Black/African American, 1.7% Hispanic, 3.6% Asian, 0.7% Pacific Islanders, 1.7 other race, and 1.3% mixed race. Compared to the census data, it appears that while the current sample has similar representation for “Whites” (85%) and “other race” (0.3%) categories, other racial groups – including Black/African American (1.4%), Hispanic (6.3%), Asian (4.5%), and two or more race (2.4%) – are slightly underrepresented.  

2.2.2 Property Damage

Nearly one out of three respondents reported that their property had sustained damage impacted by Hurricane Sandy (31.8%) or past flood events (32.5%). Another 16.2% of the respondents had a similar experience with their properties that were located elsewhere and due to other past flood events. While 5% of all respondents mentioned on-going damage caused by recent flood events, 27.2% indicated no on-going damage associated with these flood events. About one-third of the respondents (32.8%) indicated the need for more repair of their homes to fend off heavy rain and 39.6% of the respondents also reported an increase in maintenance costs to keep their property safe.

These findings suggest that as nearly one-third of all respondents have experienced property damage due to Hurricane Sandy; this experience has caused on-going problems for about 5% of their homes and long-term financial burden for property maintenance. At least one-third of all respondents cited long-term financial burden for property maintenance. Of all respondents, 6% indicated that they would consider moving to another city to avoid the risk of having flood damage to their homes in the next three years.

2.2.3 Economic Impact

Respondents were instructed to evaluate any on-going negative economic effects on their property, household and the community, due to past flood events. Results reporting the

---

percentage of respondents that agree or strongly agree with the negative economic effects on a set of financial or economic indicators are shown below.

- one’s own property value: 32.1%
- the property value of neighboring streets: 39.6%
- the property value in the community in general: 42.9%
- one’s own household: 23.3%
- the financial resources of the community: 55.6%
- the cost of maintaining public infrastructure in the community: 70.7%
- the taxpayers’ burden in the community: 75.2%
- small businesses in the community: 33.5%
- large companies in the community: 20.4%

In addition, respondents were also directed to answer questions regarding their insurance premiums. Perceived burden of increased property insurance premiums was reported by 57.1% of the respondents. While 51.3% of the respondents indicated that their property insurance premium has become very costly, 18.3% stated that this premium has become unaffordable.

Combined, these findings describe that more than half of the respondents felt burdened with rising property insurance premiums. Nearly one-third of them were worried about the property values of their homes, neighborhood and the community, in addition to the viability of small businesses in the community. Most respondents were concerned with the cost required to maintain the infrastructure in their community, alongside the related taxpayer burden and available financial resources in the community. Less than one-quarter of them perceived negative economic consequences on their household finances or large companies in the community. These findings suggest that a majority of respondents are concerned with the rising costs of maintaining their quality of life in the community due to past flood events, even as most don’t perceive an adverse effect on personal finances.

### 2.2.4 Risk Severity and Vulnerability

Respondents were asked to describe the perceived severity of flood, erosion and storm surge risk to which their own property and the properties in their neighborhood is exposed. Results presented below detail the percentage of respondents who consider the severity of their risk to be negligible, mild/moderate or severe/critical.

- Exposure to flood risk on one’s own property: negligible (28.9%); mild/moderate (58.4%); severe/critical (12.8%)
- Exposure to flood risk in the neighborhood: negligible (17.1%); mild/moderate (54.4%); severe/critical (28.5%)
• Exposure to flood-induced erosion on one’s own property: negligible (41.6 %); mild/moderate (47.3%); severe/critical (11.1%)
• Exposure to flood-induced erosion risk in the neighborhood: negligible (26.8%); mild/moderate (49.6%); severe/critical (23.5%)
• Exposure to the impact of storm surge on one’s own property: negligible (34.2%); mild/moderate (51.7%); severe/critical (14.1%)
• Exposure to the impact of storm surge in the neighborhood: negligible (22.4%); mild/moderate (47.2%); severe/critical (30.4%)

Respondents were also asked to describe the vulnerability they feel toward the potential occurrence of another *Sandy*-like super-storm. The description below details the percentage of respondents that either agree or strongly agree with each aspect of this vulnerability sentiment, if a flood strikes the community during a super-storm.

• Afraid for your personal physical safety: 49.3%
• Fearful for potential damage to your home: 77.5%
• Worried about potential damage around your property: 86.2%
• Anxious about potential need for evacuation: 69.2%
• Concerned about potential financial losses: 78.6%

It appears that in each risk scenario, at least 50% of the respondents reported that their risk exposure ranges from mild/moderate to “severe/critical. Results also show that between nearly half to over 86% of all respondents either agreed or strongly agreed with each of the items in the vulnerability index, including personal safety, property damage and financial losses. These findings suggest a grim portrayal of the psychological fear for the severity and vulnerability associated with flood risk, which appears to burden more than half of all respondents.

2.2.5 Mitigation Effectiveness Evaluation

A list of commonly proposed mitigation strategies was presented to respondents to explore their beliefs about the effectiveness of these strategies. Results reported below describe the percentage of respondents who feel *confident or very confident* with each of the mitigation strategies presented to them.

• Raising levees: 32.5%
• Deepening river channels: 35.7%
• Improving the storm water network: 49.6%
• Building structures such as ripraps, revetments or bulkheads: 45.1%
• Moving houses away from high-risk areas: 37.2%
• Increasing natural buffers like tidal wetlands, salt marshes and ponds: 54.3%
• Laying natural barriers such as dunes or intertidal flats: 53.9%
• Constructing flood walls: 41.8%
• Modifying buildings (e.g., raise floor levels and utility services; fill in basement, if permitted by zoning): 51.5%
• Restricting new buildings or renovations in areas with high flood risk: 56.6%

The findings presented above suggest that at least half of all respondents are confident about three key strategies that could be effective in mitigating the flood/erosion risk. These three strategies include: 1) installing living shoreline solutions such as dunes, intertidal flats, tidal wetlands, salt marshes and ponds; 2) implementing building modification such as raising floor/utility service levels – as well as restricting new construction and renovation of existing buildings – located in areas with high flood risk; and 3) improving the storm water network. The next set of mitigation strategies in which the respondents indicate confidence are those that rely on the construction of physical structures such as ripraps, revetments and bulkheads; these are followed by building flood walls. Just over one-third of the respondents thought strategies that require altering the existing structures – such as moving houses away from high-risk areas, deepening river channels and raising levees – could be effective mitigation strategies.

Based on these results, it is clear that at least half of the respondents have a good understanding of the hierarchy of mitigation strategy effectiveness, which appears to coincide with the level of difficulty in mitigation strategy implementation. Of great interest here is the finding revealing the endorsement of adopting natural buffers for reducing flood and erosion risk, as such living shoreline solutions offer multiple benefits to the community. These benefits could include (but are not limited to) preserving the natural environment – to allow nature to sustain itself by taking a gentle “human-managed” course and restore the ecosystem by allowing preferred vegetation and wildlife to thrive – as well as provide recreational opportunities to increase the community’s quality of life.

2.2.6 Mitigation Barriers

An assessment of respondent beliefs about the factors that may obstruct the success in reducing flood risk for residential homes was advanced. Results shown below describe the percentage of respondents who either agree or strongly agree with the statements that reflect the barriers against reducing flood risk in residential homes.

• The costs for flood management are too high: 74.8%
• Special skills are required to know how to manage flood risk: 68.7%
• Special information is required to know what flood-risk management involves: 73.2%
• Other priorities can outrank the need to manage flood risk: 80.2%
• Don’t believe that serious flooding will occur in the foreseeable future: 39.8%
• Floods don’t happen often enough to make flood-risk management a high priority: 42%
• The information about flood risk is not reliable: 24.5%
• Flood-risk management may not be enough to reduce the risk: 54.5%
• Managing flood risk is too challenging to achieve: 27.6%
• Those who live in the floodplain don’t care enough about their flood risk: 31.7%
Don’t want taxes to go up to help pay for flood-risk management: 71.9%
Don’t want any flood management construction to block the view from residential property: 48.6%
Those who are not exposed to flood risk don’t care: 58.4%

Results reported above reveal that the most dominant barrier has to do with a belief associated with a practical consideration: other priorities in life outrank the task of reducing one’s flood risk, as indicated by over 80% of all respondents. This practicality is also evidenced by belief factors such as – financial cost concern and individual tax implications as well as the need to acquire specific information and skills for practicing mitigation actions – as reported by over 70% of all respondents. Other perceived barriers appear to suggest beliefs that range from wishful thinking (e.g., no serious floods in the near future) and distrust in others (e.g., due to their apathy), to a lack of self-efficacy (e.g., perceived powerlessness or fatalism), when reducing flood risk for one’s home is being considered.

2.2.7 Mitigation Motivations

To contrast with the belief factors that could serve as barriers for supporting flood-risk management actions, questions that explore the key motivations for property owners to support such actions were gauged. The results detailed below represent the proportion of respondents that answered “yes” to each motivation measure.

- your property was flooded before: 42.5%
- you live in a floodplain: 57.2%
- you want to protect your property value: 86.7%
- you live near a floodplain: 64.1%
- your property may be at risk for future flooding: 69.5%
- your taxes may go up, if flood-risk management is not implemented: 83.3%

The motivations that stood out most are financially related; these include respondent concerns with their property value and property tax burden. Surprisingly, having their property flooded before or living in a floodplain was not one of the top motivations for supporting the planning or implementation of community mitigation actions. These findings imply that short-term financial loss or consideration seems to outpace perceived needs for long-term risk-management to protect lives and properties in the community.

2.2.8 Self-Efficacy for Mitigation

Respondent beliefs about their ability to engage in mitigation activity independently or with social support from close others were investigated. Specifically, a set of questions that examine their confidence level in taking the following actions to reduce flood risk was posed to them.
Results reported below describe the percentage of respondents who feel *confident* or *very confident* with each potential requisite action.

- Try to come up with a strategy about what to do: 47.7%
- Construct an actual plan of action: 48.3%
- Have enough financial resources to implement your plan (e.g., a flood-risk reduction project): 37.9%
- Have enough support from (e.g., family and friends) to help you implement your plan: 53%
- Decide how you might best handle the problem (e.g., taking out a loan, as needed): 42.8%
- Carry out your action plan regardless of the difficulty: 47.4%

Results indicate that respondents are *most confident* about having sufficient social support to implement such a plan. They are *least confident* about having sufficient financial resources to implement the plan. Consider the fact that Fairfield residents represent one of the wealthier populations in CT and even the country as a whole, the challenge of financial resources perhaps goes beyond whether flood-risk mitigation is a priority in household finances. It is likely that the inability (or unwillingness) to allocate financial resources for flood-risk reduction is systemic and cannot be easily overcome through government subsidies, such as tax credit or post-disaster recovery financial assistance.

As the success or failure of individual property owner’s flood-risk mitigation action is in part or heavily dependent on other property owners’ risk-reduction behavior or lack thereof, the “public good” nature of effective flood-risk management then makes clear the necessity for having neighbors work with neighbors as well as a collective community will. In other words, individual efficacy alone is a necessary but insufficient prerequisite for flood-risk management planning and implementation in the community. Collective (community) efficacy is necessary and will improve the odds for developing and implementing more effective flood-risk mitigation plans.

### 2.2.9 Collective Efficacy for Mitigation

Respondent beliefs about their ability to engage in mitigation activity collectively with others in the community were examined. A series of questions that query their confidence level in working with others to reduce flood risk was presented. Results shown below describe the percentage of respondents who *feel confident* or *very confident* in their ability to work with community members in developing flood-risk management plans.

- work with others to develop community-based solutions: 23.4%
- participate in local activities or events that educate residents about flood risks: 23%
- contribute money to local events that promote flood risk management: 17.2%
- contribute food to local events that promote flood risk management: 27.3%
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- participate in public meetings to offer feedback on flood-risk management plans: 23.1%
- attend public workshops to participate in flood-risk management planning: 22.9%

Findings indicate that respondents’ confidence level in community action is generally low. Up to just over a quarter of them believe that they could work with local residents and attend local events to collectively engage in addressing the solutions for flood-risk management. This suggests that the planning and implementation of public engagement activity and grassroots organization efforts should carefully entertain what types of events, venues, outreach message and communication channels may best capture the residents’ attention and interest. A successful engagement strategy will allow the communication of a narrative that emphasizes the establishment of a network of friends, neighbors and stakeholders – including business owners, institutions and government representatives – is the key to develop collective efficacy. This narrative should clearly make the case for why collective efficacy is the most effective way to take on the flood-risk mitigation challenges for the community as a whole.

This all-important outreach endeavor could aim to rally community residents at religious gatherings, school-based activities (e.g., PTA meetings and open house events), community-based children’s extracurricular activities (e.g., popular K-12 activities such as soccer, baseball, or basketball leagues; science camps; arts/crafts programs; and the like), community-based socials (e.g., arts fairs, food fairs, summer concerts in the park, or 4th of July celebratory events) and cultural activities (e.g., arts and crafts fairs and community theatre), among others. The significance of this type of community organization could not be overstated, in light of the fact that risk communication should aim at commanding the attention of and builds social capital with an overwhelming majority of community members.

2.2.10 Institutional Efficacy for Mitigation

Respondent beliefs about the ability of institutions to address community mitigation needs and to reduce community flood risk were also measured. A comprehensive list of institutions, including news media and the science community, were included for measurement. Results shown below describe the percentage of respondents who feel confident or very confident in the ability of these institutional players in helping to reduce community flood risks.

- municipal government that responds to the needs of its residents: 27.6%
- community leaders that organize the residents to contribute to local flood-risk management: 28%
- scientists and engineers that provide assessments of the actual flood risk: 57.6%
- government agencies that could implement flood-risk management plans: 25.5%
- news media that report the flood risk: 26.4%
- the City Council or its equivalent that speaks for the people they represent: 23.8%
- the local law enforcement that protects the safety of your community: 53.1%
- the state law enforcement that protects the safety of your community: 40.4%
- the federal law enforcement that protects the safety your community: 25.5%
These results reveal that respondent confidence in local governments and community leaders are low, compared to local and state law enforcement units. Likewise, respondent confidence in news media is also low. Just below 60% of all respondents (57%) appeared to have sufficient confidence in the ability of scientists and engineers to address their community’s flood-risk mitigation needs, relative to all the other institutions or entities. This 57% statistic compares favorably to the 39% of U.S. adults that indicated they “trust climate scientists to give full and accurate information on the causes of climate change” – but unfavorably to the 67% that believed “climate scientists should have a major role in policymaking decisions regarding climate change” – via a 2016 national poll.11

As nearly 86% of the respondents reported having attained at least a four-year college degree, this education level might have helped boost respondent confidence in science. Education level notwithstanding, other perceptual factors12 such as psychological distance toward the concept of climate change, social distance toward individuals subject to flood risk, spatial proximity to coastal living, temporal distance toward flood events – as well as political ideology, among others – could also shape an individual’s trust in science as the foundation for developing sound mitigation strategy.

With regard to political ideology, a national poll reported that political party affiliation could play a role in how trust in climate scientists is evaluated.13 The poll results demonstrated that while 15% and 32% of conservative and moderate Republicans would trust climate scientists “to give full and accurate information about the causes of global climate change,” respectively, 75% and 45% of liberal and moderate Democrats would give the same trust, in that order. In addition, 48% and 69% of conservative and moderate Republicans – as well as 80% and 76% of liberal and moderate Democrats – believed that climate scientists “should have a major role in making decisions about policy issues related to global climate change.”

By implication, when public confidence in the ability of the institutional players in flood-risk management is low, this low confidence could lead to other downward cognitive, affective or behavioral responses such as low efficacy, pessimism, avoidance, inertia or lack of initiative. Faced with the recurring threat of chronic flood and erosion consequences, it is clear that risk communication strategies should consider addressing this issue of low public confidence in institutions, or low public trust in governments in general.

2.2.11 Mitigation and Preparedness Action

To assess whether respondents have taken up any mitigation measure on their own to reduce their flood, erosion and storm surge damage since Hurricane Sandy, a list of questions were given to the respondents to measure their perceptions of the ability of different institutional players to address the community’s flood, erosion and storm surge damage. To assess whether these institutional players are subject to public trust, a list of questions were given to the respondents to measure their perceptions of the ability of different institutional players to address the community’s flood, erosion and storm surge damage.

11 Brian Kennedy (2016, December 5). Many Americans are skeptical about scientific research on climate and GM foods, Pew Research Center, retrieved from https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/12/05/many-americans-are-skeptical-about-scientific-research-on-climate-and-gm-foods/.
posed to them. Findings below describe the percentage of respondents who reported that they have implemented any of the following mitigation measures.

- Raised the foundation of their property: 5.3%
- Have kept ditches and drains around the property clean: 52%
- Have raised electrical outlets and switches: 13.2%
- Have made a plan about what to do, if a flood is threatening (e.g., evacuation): 43.4%
- Have compiled a disaster preparedness kit (e.g., first-aid kit, blankets, pet carrier): 36.8%
- Have stocked up on emergency survival items (e.g., canned goods, flashlights, batteries): 43%

These results reveal an insufficient level of preparedness action, as less than half of the respondents have made plans to adapt to a potential flood event. The level of mitigation action, which may be dictated by the flood-risk level or past damage, likewise could be raised. These findings hence signify the need for addressing individualized risk communication that could “teach” simple preparedness skills and increase behavioral intention toward adopting flood-risk mitigation measures among respondents.

### 2.2.12 Risk-Management Responsibility

A set of measures were provided to help gauge respondent beliefs about who should be responsible for managing flood risk in their community. Results detailed below indicate the percentage of respondents who agree or strongly agree with the parties that are responsible.

- Those who own properties in the floodplain in your community: 69%
- Those who own properties that were affected by floods in your community: 67.8%
- Those who live in your community (municipality): 74.5%
- Residents that are exposed to flood risk in your region: 73.6%
- Residents that are exposed to flood risk in Connecticut’s coastal communities: 72.6%
- Residents who live in Connecticut’s coastal communities: 66.8%
- Residents who live in the State of Connecticut: 38.6%
- Taxpayers in the country: 35.5%

Nearly three-quarters of the respondents believed that residents in the local community as well as those at risk in the region and CT’s coastal communities are responsible for managing their local flood risk. Slightly over two-thirds believed that those residents with direct exposure to flood risk should be responsible for flood mitigation. Just over one-third stated that residents in CT and U.S. taxpayers are responsible for reducing coastal flood risk in their community. It is interesting to learn that a large majority of the respondents do not consider taxpayers in the state or the country should be responsible for managing the flood risk faced by property owners as well as residents in local and coastal communities. Yet, respondents’ confidence of the collective efficacy of their community (see Sec 2.2.9) is relatively low, so is their confidence in different
levels of government (see Sec 2.2.10). As discussed above (sec 2.2.10), building social capital between members of the community and elevating public confidence in institutions would be necessary for successful flood-risk management planning in a coastal Town like Fairfield.

2.2.13 Share of Responsibility

Expanding from the measures that assess who should be responsible for mitigating flood risk in their community, respondents were asked to evaluate how important different parties are for the same responsibility. Results below describe the percentage of respondents who consider a given party as being important or absolutely important in managing local flood-risk concerns.

- Federal Government: 65.9%
- State Government: 81.9%
- Municipal Government: 89.4% important/absolutely important
- Community groups: 62.5% important/absolutely important
- Neighborhood associations: 59.3%
- Individual residents: 72.7%

As shown above, nearly 90% of the respondents believed that the local municipality is the most important entity in mitigation management, followed by the state government. The role of individual residents was believed to be larger than that of the federal government in local flood-risk management. About 60% of the respondents also believed that their neighbors and community groups are responsible for reducing flood risk as well. These findings suggest that respondents consider all stakeholders at the local, state and federal level to be collectively important players in flood-risk management. As such, building trust and confidence in working with others in the community and governmental institutions remains essential for building social resilience in flood-risk management.

2.2.14 Risk Anticipation and Decision-Making Style

To further understand the way that respondents may think about the concept of flood-risk management, their beliefs associated with when the next severe weather event such as Hurricane Sandy may materialize were also assessed. Results below indicate that just over half of the respondents believed that a Sandy-like superstorm could strike again within 1-5 years. Just below 80% believed that this storm could arrive in 10-20 years; this percentage then plateaued for those believing that a superstorm could threaten their community from 20 years out and beyond. These results suggest that there is not a sufficiently large number of respondents who believe a severe weather would occur in the near future. This finding is not necessarily surprising, since 2019 would be the 7th anniversary of Hurricane Sandy.

- within the next 1 - 5 years: 54.3%
- within the next 5 -10 years: 64.9%
- within the next 10 - 20 years: 77%
- within the next 20 - 30 years: 78.3%
In conjunction with projecting the arrival of the next superstorm, a set of measures developed to gauge an individual risk-taking (or maximizing the probability for receiving a gain) vs. risk-avoidance (or minimizing the probability for receiving a loss) tendency was also implemented in the survey. The measurement items were developed to test how individuals make decisions based on their evaluation of the risk that they may accept or avoid in order to increase their potential gain and decrease their potential loss.¹⁴

Specifically, two options below were presented for respondents to determine their risk tolerance level. The findings below show that Option B is significantly more preferred over Option A (Binomial test, \( p = .014 \), 2-tailed). Additional analyses considered whether respondents who have suffered damage from Hurricane Sandy (31.8%) or past flood events (32.5%) might have a different preference; results show no statistical difference between those with or without experience with damage from Sandy or past flood events (Kruskal-Wallis Test >.05).

- Option A: There is an 80% chance that you will save an extra $1,000 in flood damage repair: 41.5%
- Option B: There is a 100% chance that you will save an extra $700 in flood damage repair: 58.5%

Another two options were presented for respondents to determine their risk avoidance level. The findings below indicate that Option A is significantly preferred over Option B (Binomial test, \( p = .043 \), 2-tailed). Additional analyses again show no statistical difference between those with or without experience with damage from Hurricane Sandy (31.8%) or past flood events (32.5%) (Kruskal-Wallis Test >.05).

- Option A: There is an 80% chance that you will lose an extra $1,000 in flood damage repair: 56.8%
- Option B: There is a 100% chance that you will lose an extra $700 in flood damage repair: 43.2%

These findings suggest that respondents prefer the choice of minimizing their probability in risk-seeking outcome to maximize their probability for receiving a certain gain. They also favor the idea of maximizing their probability in risk-avoidance outcome to minimize their probability for receiving a certain loss. Through measuring two sets of hypothetical scenarios related to flood-damage repair cost, respondents demonstrated that they are risk-averse -- whether it be receiving a gain or avoiding a loss -- in relation to flood-damage management.

### 2.2.15 Flood Risk Information Dissemination

Turing to the challenge of how best to reach coastal residents with flood-risk forecasts and warnings, when a severe storm looms on the horizon, respondents were asked to report how...
often they receive such risk communication from a list of information sources. The following results describe the percentage of respondents who often or very often received such risk information from each communication source below.

- Weather forecasts in a printed newspaper: 21.3%
- Weather forecasts on a radio station: 36%
- Weather forecasts on a TV station: 56.4%
- The Weather Channel on Cable TV: 48%
- Cable news networks such as CNN, MSNBC or Fox: 33.9%
- Web portals such as Yahoo.com, MSN.com or Google.com: 42.4%
- Local news outlets on the Internet, e.g., a local newspaper, radio station or TV station: 49.5%
- Major national news outlets on the Internet, e.g., USA Today, CNN, MSNBC or Fox: 36.3%
- Facebook, a social media outlet: 23.5%
- YouTube, a social media outlet: 8.4%
- Twitter, a social media outlet: 10.8%
- Instagram, a social media outlet: 11.1%
- Reddit, a social media outlet: 3.8%
- Snapchat, a social media outlet: 4.3%
- Other social media outlets, such as Snapchat, Tumblr or WhatsApp: 4.1%
- Mobile phone applications, e.g., a weather forecast app: 62.8%
- CT Alerts, a mobile app from the state’s Emergency Alerting and Information System: 54.9%
- A newsletter through an email account: 15.5%
- A family member: 38.7%
- A relative: 30.5%
- A friend: 36.6%
- neighbor: 34%

Findings suggest that weather forecast applications for mobile phones led the pack and were the primary source of flood-risk information for about 63% of all respondents. Weather forecasts on local TV stations, CT’s emergency alert mobile phone application and local news outlets online were the second most cited information sources, selected by approximately 50%-57% of the respondents. The Weather Channel (on cable TV) and web portals such as Yahoo.com were the information sources for between 42%-48% of the respondents. Weather forecasts on radio stations, national cable news networks and major national news outlets on the Internet as well as interpersonal contacts between family members, friends, relatives and neighbors were mentioned.
by 31%-39% of the respondents as their information sources. Aside from Facebook (chosen by about 24%), all other social media outlets were selected by about 4%-11% of the respondents as their flood-risk information sources.

By implication, mobile phone applications may be the best communication channels for most respondents to receive flood-risk information; local and national TV and radio news outlets as well as interpersonal networks may work best for those who don’t rely on mobile phones for informational learning as much. Social media, despite their status as the communication channels that reach the most humans around the world, remain the least utilized when it comes to receiving disaster communication. The only exception is Facebook, which was mentioned by nearly one-quarter of the respondents as a digital media outlet that keeps them connected to weather alert information. This finding might reflect the audience’s social media use preference, which demonstrates that Facebook has several more times as many users as the second most popular social media outlet at any given time.

2.2.16 Potential Policy Options

Respondents were introduced to a parcel tax policy that has been implemented in nine counties of the San Francisco Bay area as an example of a community-based funding option for implementing flood-risk mitigation in coastal communities. They were then presented with two separate series of questions targeting coastal communities vs. local community (municipality) as the taxing unit, in addition to the preferred dollar amount for the hypothetical annual tax. Coastal Community Parcel Tax Policy

The first question concerns collecting a hypothetical parcel tax for the next 20 years to help fund flood-risk management plans across CT’s coastal communities. Results below display the percentage of respondents who perceive whether such a parcel tax will receive support from each household or property owner type.

- Your household: 64.1%
- property owners on your neighborhood: 55.5%
- property owners in your municipality: 55%
- property owners in the most at-risk coastal communities on Long Island Sound: 78.4%
- property owners in the coastal communities on Long Island Sound: 74.5%

The second question asks whether this annual parcel tax collected in CT’s coastal communities should be designated as a flat fee or a prorated fee. Results below indicate the percentage of respondents who support each type of fee option below.

- a flat fee for all residential property owners: 40.4%
- a flat fee for non-residential properties, including commercial and non-commercial properties: 45.4%
- the same flat fee for both residential and non-residential properties: 32.1%
- a prorated fee based on the parcel size of the property: 51.7%
• a prorated fee based on the proximity of the property to the floodplain: 59.6%
• a prorated fee based on the income level of the parcel owner: 31.1%

The third question asks how much this parcel tax should be, if it is designated as a flat fee and collected by CT’s coastal communities annually. Results below show the percentage of respondents who support each type of tax rate below.

• $20 per year or 5.5¢ per day: 54%
• $30 per year or 8.2¢ per day: 24.5%
• $40 per year or 11.0¢ per day: 17.2%
• $50 per year or 13.7¢ per day: 22.8%
• $75 per year or 20.6¢ per day: 18.2%

Municipal Parcel Tax Policy

The first question inquires whether the same parcel tax policy will receive support from the respondent and the property owners in their community, if it is proposed by their local municipality. Results below describe the percentage of respondents who perceive whether such a parcel tax will receive support from each household or property owner type.

• Your household: 68.3%
• property owners on your neighborhood: 56.1%
• property owners in your community (or your municipality): 52%

The second question asks whether this annual parcel tax collected by the local municipality should be designated as a flat fee or a prorated fee. Results below reflect the percentage of respondents who chose to support each hypothetical fee option.

• a flat fee for all residential property owners: 40.4%
• a flat fee for nonresidential properties, including commercial and noncommercial properties: 42.1%
• the same flat fee for both residential and nonresidential a prorated fee based on the parcel size of the property: 36.8%
• a prorated fee based on the proximity of the property to the floodplain: 57.3%
• a prorated fee based on the income level of the parcel owner: 31.8%

The third question asks how much this parcel tax should be, if it is designated as a flat fee and collected by their local municipality. Results below reveal the percentage of respondents who chose to support each hypothetical tax rate option.

• $20 per year or 5.5¢ per day: 54.3%
• $30 per year or 8.2¢ per day: 21.9%
• $40 per year or 11.0¢ per day: 15/9%
$50 per year or 13.7¢ per day: 21.5%
$75 per year or 20.6¢ per day: 19.2%

The take-away from this “experiment” with a novel policy option seems to suggest that respondents believe how distal others (i.e., general property owners in the coastal communities on Long Island Sound) would support the policy more than proximal others (such as their neighbors or member of their own community) would. This scenario seems to hold true in the scenario where respondents believe that general members of their community would support the policy more than their neighbors and member of their immediate community.

As for how the parcel tax should be collected, a prorated method seems to be more preferred than a universal flat rate. This suggests that respondents weigh the tax burden based on the level of benefits received by property owners. The perceived dollar amount that should be collected appears to have a curvilinear distribution; it demonstrates that when the dollar amount goes up, the preference tends to decline. By implication, the wealth level associated with the Fairfield respondents appears to have limited influence on their willingness to accept a non-prorated or modest parcel tax rate.

2.2.17 Information and Activity Engagement

Adoption of storm preparation and risk mitigation practice – as well as knowledge about post-storm recovery – is often a result of whether coastal residents have sought the relevant information or activities that could have educated them on these risk avoidance and reduction skills. Respondents answered two sets of questions that inquire about their information- and activity-seeking frequency at an individual and community level, since Hurricane Sandy. Results reported indicate the percentage of respondents who often or very often engage in such actions.

Respondents were asked how often they seek to engage flood-risk related information. About one in ten respondents reported having sought different types of information below.

- flood risk to your property: 10%
- flood risk to your neighborhood: 10.3%
- flood risk to your community: 11.3%
- what to do to help manage a possible flood: 10.7%

Following that, respondents were queried about how often they seek to engage flood-risk related management activities at the community level. Results below show that fewer than 7% of the respondent have ever engaged community groups or the municipal government to seek flood-risk management solutions.

- Become involved with a local community group focusing on flood management: 7%
- Communicated with the city hall about how to reduce flood risk on your property: 4.7%
- Participated in public meetings related to flood-risk management: 4.3%
The evidence presented above reveals that only a very low number of respondents would seek information about the flood risk to their own property on a regular basis. These low information-seeking frequencies may be indicative of low cognitive involvement with one’s own flood risk and low engagement with others to reduce such risk. This phenomenon could be a symptom of inertia or avoidance, which spotlights the need for effective public engagement that could motivate efficacious communication to motivate the subsequent resilience discourse.

2.2.18 Communication about Flood-Risk Management Planning

As demonstrated above, only a very small number of respondents have been “pulled” to seek flood-risk related information. It is therefore necessary to know what types of flood-risk management information is considered important to them, in order to develop a “push” strategy to disseminate such information.

Respondents were invited to determine how important it is for them to receive communication about the different types of information related to flood-risk management planning in their community. Results provided below describe the percentage of respondents who consider each entity as being very important or absolutely important.

- which entities are in charge: 74.2%
- which community groups representing the taxpayers are involved: 69.4%
- which projects will be planned: 78.6%
- which projects are being planned: 81.6%
- which projects will be implemented: 84.9%
- which projects are being implemented: 86.3%
- the costs of these projects: 88.7%
- who is financially responsible for these projects: 89.4%
- what is the share of financial burden on taxpayers like you: 91.2%

Based on the responses shown above, approximately 70% to 90% of all respondents believed that it is important for them to know (1) who is in charge of and who represents the taxpayers in planning these projects; (2) the details about project planning and implementation; and (3) the cost, financial responsibility and taxpayers’ financial burden associated with these projects. Hence, respondent need for flood-risk management information is high. As such, attention should be directed to not only make such information available to as many coastal residents as possible, but also ensuring the accessibility of such information in terms of readability and usefulness to diverse population segments of the general public.

2.2.19 Communication about Flood-Risk Management Outcomes

Another set of questions was developed to describe how important it is for respondents to receive communication about the anticipated outcomes for flood-risk management planning in their community. Results below reflect the percentage of respondents who consider an outcome to be important or absolutely important.
These findings indicate that respondents consider how the flood-risk management plans will affect their property, neighborhood and quality of life to be the most important information for them to have. While nearly 88% of the respondents considered that it is important for these plans to be backed by science, between 73%-78% of the respondents also mentioned that it is important for these projects to have a positive influence on the local economy and recreational activity. Based on this evidence, respondent desire for receiving information about flood-risk management outcomes is strong. Again, making the relevant information available and accessible remains the key to a successful risk communication strategy for engaging the residents of this community.

### 2.2.20 Communication Channels for Engagement

Respondents were also asked to indicate what the best ways to communicate with them in order to engage them in flood-risk management planning in the community might be. Results presented below indicate the percentage of respondents who either *agree* or *strongly agree* with each of the following approaches being the best way to communicate with them.

- Invite you to enter your email address in a city registry to receive important announcements: 76.5%
- Invite you to enter your phone number in a city registry to receive important announcements: 54.9%
- Invite you to attend Resilience Fair to enjoy food, games, activities and conversations about building a more resilient community with your friends, neighbors, and community members: 27.8%
- Invite you to form a “neighborhood group” to address neighborhood flood-risk concerns: 35%
- Invite you to participate in “resilient neighborhood” design workshops to help develop flood-risk management plans for your neighborhood: 33.6%
-Invite you to attend public meetings that address community-wide flood-risk concerns: 59.7%
- Invite you to attend “resilient community” design workshops to help develop flood-risk management plans for the community: 40%
- Invite your neighborhood group to work with other neighborhood groups in the community: 39.8%
These responses illustrate that passive electronic channels (i.e., email and phone modality) – suited for information “pushing” and the least amount of time/effort commitment – are the most preferred channels for communication. The next preferred mode of communication would be the occasional public meetings to discuss community-wide flood-risk concerns. Other community-based activities that require more time and effort received less support from the respondents.

2.2.21 Engaging the Flood & Erosion Control Board (FECB)

As a lead-in to assess community engagement with the Fairfield Flood & Erosion Control Board (FECB), respondents were first asked whether they have heard of Fairfield's resilience project plans before. The answer to this question is that only 12.7% have heard of such plans.

A series of follow-up questions then gauged respondent interest in engaging the FECB or their neighbors to learn about or participate in flood-risk management planning in the community. Results below reflect the percentage of respondents that indicate they are interested, very interested or extremely interested in such engagement initiatives.

- Visit the FECB website to learn about flood-risk management: 44.1%
- Ask question about flood-risk management by contacting FECB: 31.4%
- Offer your input about flood-risk management by contacting FECB: 25.9%
- Attending the forthcoming public meetings held by FECB: 29.9%
- Attend the upcoming community workshops/presentations held by FECB: 26.5%
- Participate in a “neighborhood group” to address flood-risk concerns in your neighborhood: 23.5%

Between about one-quarter and mid-40% of the respondents were interested in participating in flood-risk management planning through engaging the FECB. The snapshot provided here thus suggests that FECB could implement outreach events that to introduce itself to and communicate with any Fairfield residents who might be interested in to getting involved with flood-risk management planning.

In particular, Fairfield residents should be made aware of how the term-limited citizen-led FECB is constituted as well as their chartered powers and duties. These residents would also benefit from engagement activities hosted by the FECB to participate in the planning of mitigation projects that will benefit them and their community.

Lastly, respondents were also asked to indicate whether they would like to begin engaging in community-based flood-risk management planning through receiving selected material electronically.

- Receiving a printable flyer that shows you how to access all the resilient project planning resources in the community: 24.7% maybe; 48.3% yes
- Receiving an email alert to learn about when and where a community-based planning event will be taking place: 31.2% maybe; 45.5% yes
As nearly half the respondents are willing to receive a flyer that will show them how to access the resilient project planning resources for the Town of Fairfield, this is an indication that there is sufficient interest in the community for FECB to plan and implement an engagement strategy that could broaden its institutional reach. Likewise, those respondents who express an interest in receiving email alerts for upcoming community-based resilience planning events may provide FECB a foundation to build a communication strategy that will deepen their working relations with Fairfield residents as a whole.

SECTION 3: BRIDGEPORT PROJECT FINDINGS

Data collection was conducted with the residents and stakeholders that are associated with the Resilient Bridgeport Project. The Resilient Bridgeport project is located in the South End of the City of Bridgeport (see Figure 2.1), which is an area that is chronically impacted by severe flood events and negative consequences of sea-level rise along the Long Island Sound.

Resilient Bridgeport is a state-led pilot project that intends to demonstrate how the City of Bridgeport and other Northeastern coastal cities may adapt to the flood and erosion threats stemming from severe weather events, sea-level rise and climate change. The project’s concept is based on the 2013 Rebuild by Design Competition, which was an initiative originating from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.

The Resilient Bridgeport Project brings together engineers, architects, landscape architects, urban designers, city residents and community stakeholders to design a project plan that could help the South End residents and the City itself fortify a climate adaptive and socially resilient urban community. Within this “cooperative” framework is the notable public engagement effort that provides an open communication forum and hands-on immersive activities. The objective of this engagement effort is to facilitate a free flow of ideas to between the community residents, stakeholders and the urban planning/resilience design practitioners/experts.

The South End map shown in Figure 6 below illustrates the Resilient Bridgeport project site. This map is marked with a set of clickable symbols. These symbols are interactively linked to the area’s historic landmarks (e.g., Freeman Houses), public parks, industrial buildings (e.g., an energy company), institutional buildings (e.g., the University of Bridgeport), train station, residential areas (e.g., Seaside Village), wetland habitat, bird sanctuary, and more. As demonstrated by this map, the project design takes into consideration residents, recreation, buildings, infrastructure and the natural environment to meet its resilience planning objectives.

Figure 7 below describes the five distinct zones of the Resilient Bridgeport project in the South End neighborhood. Each zone contains a set of color-coded areas that represents different types of institutions, buildings, structures and more.

---

15 Resilient Bridgeport is a project administered by the Connecticut Department of Housing Sandy Recovery and National Disaster Resilience programs, funded by the Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development Community Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery program (see Public Law 113-2). (see project details via https://resilientbridgeport.com/about/).

Figure 6 Resilient Bridgeport Project Site in the South End

Figure 7 Resilient Bridgeport Project Design

---


The map in Figure 8 illustrates the locations of key stakeholders on the project site.\textsuperscript{19} Figure 9 is a sample image of “hands-on” design workshop (involving the use of pins, strings and more).\textsuperscript{20}
A. BRIDGEPORT FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS

Six themes were constructed based on the summarized content of the two focus groups. These themes and their affiliated findings are detailed separately below.

3.1.1 Risk Communication

Only six out of the thirteen participants in the two focus groups have heard of the term *100-year flood*; only five of all participants are aware of the term *50-year flood*. Participants indicated that the term *100-year flood* has outlived its usefulness, due to climate change and shorter time span between severe weather events. They also believed that the terminology causes confusion and does not clearly convey its relevance to the type and severity of a flood risk. Some participants described the term *100-year flood* as obsolete and believed that the public has no confidence in what the definition of this terminology means. A similar sentiment was shared by participants about the usefulness or validity associated with the term *50-year flood*.

Participants believed that a continuing update for the metrics that could better describe flood-risk projection to the lay public would be useful. They further articulated the need for framing the metrics with different risk factors that may accelerate or decelerate the probability of occurrence of a severe weather event. They believe that the simple definitions for the terms *100-year flood* and *50-year flood* are not helpful for the citizens who wish to assess their personal flood risk.

3.1.2 Recovery Experience

Nearly 31% of the participants suffered flood damage to their property due to the impact of *Hurricane Sandy*. While an additional participant experienced only electrical outage, another participant witnessed considerable flood damage on the structure of their workplace. A majority of the participants did not have a positive experience in receiving post-disaster recovery assistance from either FEMA or the insurance company. One participant did praise an expedient FEMA response in the form of a bank check to kick start their recovery, immediately after an assessment of the property damage had been completed. Others expressed gratitude toward the help advanced by the co-op insurance policy, Salvation Army and Yale University’s Emergency Management Department. Still others complained about either lacking approval for making a damage claim due to co-op regulation, protracted negotiation with the insurance company or even a debt load accruing from prolonged space heater use to stay warm.

3.1.3 Anticipation and Fear

All participants believed that a *Sandy*-like superstorm could arrive in the next hurricane season. While some of them shared the feelings of dread and helplessness when reflecting on their *Sandy* ordeal, others mentioned how they experienced a safe feeling when the National Guard showed up at their doorstep. Still more participants mentioned that they would sometimes choke up or feel like crying, when thinking about what they have endured. Other sentiments expressed include 1) constant anxiety associated with the potential consequences of a heavy rainfall, 2) constant worries over a potential repeat of the *Sandy* devastation, or
not receiving any assistance in the near future (due to having reached the limit in their insurance benefits); and 3) the feeling of racing against the time. One participant cited the mitigation system of the Netherlands as “exemplary,” as the system “effectively adapts to its natural and changing environment.”

3.1.4 Resilience Knowledge

In general, participants seemed to understand the importance of preparedness and mitigation work that is required to reduce their individual/community flood risk. Some emphasized the need to have an advanced preparation plan that contains contact phone numbers, evacuation procedure and a meeting place in the event of an evacuation. Others stressed the role of apartment owners in making better preparation and fulfilling their legal obligation of addressing such issue as repairing water damage and elevating/relocating utility systems in the basement. Refurbishing abandoned buildings and turning them into emergency shelters was mentioned as a useful measure for increased protection of resident safety. A specific comment was made about the need for the Resilient Bridgeport project to effectively address the issues of sanitary sewer system problems and the related pumping station concerns.

Additional strategies shared include raising impediments to reduce water damage and improving safety measures such as using sandbags and implementing immediate post-disaster clean-up. Other comments focus on the importance of developing evacuation logistics that could work for those in need. These comments entail suggestions that include: (1) unambiguously communicating an evacuation alert or order; (2) effectively utilizing social media to make people aware of and share the evacuation plan; (3) providing easy access to the evacuation plan and shelter information through various communication channels; (4) extending aids to those who need special assistance for evacuation (e.g., elderly); and (5) reducing obstacles for evacuation such as providing transportation for those who need it and equipping emergency shelters to accommodate those who wish to evacuate with their family pets.

3.1.5 Motivations and Barriers

Participants suggested a set of strategies that could help motivate residents to support flood-risk adaptation/mitigation project planning. These include the necessity of “going into the communities” to solicit input and insights from community members as well as passing along relatable adaptation/mitigation planning information as the basis to pique the interest of and make an emotional connection with community members. Another participant emphasized the importance of mobilizing residents to attend public hearings and similar public events relevant to resilience planning. One participant advocates the need for long-term planning that aims at adaptation by embracing the ocean rather than fearing it; the same participant also believed that it is necessary to set sight on developing creative mitigation solutions without being overly concerned with money and resources during the development stage. Another policy suggestion entails the installation of a “community advocate” for the neighborhood by the City, with the expectation that this “community advocate” will objectively evaluate and advocate for the needs of residents/stakeholders in resilience project planning, mitigation project implementation and post-disaster recovery. The key message here appears to reflect that the adoption of a community-centered approach to address the
resilience need could serve as a strong motivator to rally community support for planning adaptation/mitigation projects.

At the other end of the spectrum, participants cited a litany of reasons for why community support for adaptation/mitigation projects could be difficult to obtain. These reasons generally fall into four categories. First, aversion to government intervention was mentioned as a factor for people to avoid getting involved with these projects; in other words, distrust in government prevents people from participating in projects that could benefit them. Second, lack of understanding of these resilience projects or not having their voices heard to help shape project planning was cited as another barrier. Third, a lack of preparedness mentality, which leads to a failure of considering the need for resilience planning – until after the flood-induced damage has occurred – was indicated as another obstacle. This type of inertia was also described by one participant as a reflection of a “cultural” issue, which is characterized by resistance to acknowledge scientific data and the flood-risk threat. Fourth, community members feel that their views are often ignored, when their input on selected design elements associated with a proposed adaptation/mitigation project plan disagrees with the opinion of the “experts and technocrats” affiliated with the project. This particular view also reflects at least one participant’s feeling that, policymakers, architects, engineers and experts “don’t have to live with the consequences” of project planning, unlike those who physically reside in the community.

3.1.6 Potential Policy Options

Most participants view the hypothetical parcel tax on property owners unfavorably and their reasons for not supporting this type of parcel tax are as follows. First, participants believe that the tax burden on property owners is already too heavy for the community and CT residents in general. Second, participant trust in the local government’s ability to effectively manage the tax dollars with accountability and avoid financial mismanagement is low. Third, participants believed that bonding is a good policy and taxing is generally a bad idea. A more moderate view toward this hypothetical tax policy was offered by several participants as well. This view primarily conveys the following considerations. First, a parcel tax policy could be acceptable, if the tax system is progressive in nature and takes a property owner’s income into account. Second, if enough CT communities choose to opt in, then this parcel tax policy could be viable, due to its short duration mandate. Third, greater resource sharing among coastal communities could reduce the tax burden for all.

3.1.7 Summary Analysis

Consistent with the Fairfield participants, Bridgeport participants would like to see the communication about flood risk to be more intuitive, relevant and less confusing. In particular, they suggested that government agencies and scientists should update and improve the terminology used to explain flood risk to the general public. Ideally, members of the public could easily comprehend the concept behind the terminology and apply its meaning to evaluate their personal and community flood risk. Participants who experienced flood damage afflicted by Hurricane Sandy expressed a high degree of on-going fear, anxiety, dread and helplessness. These feelings are accompanied by the concern with their inability to
overcome their food risk, due to resource limitations and the constant worries of the damage from a heavy rainfall.

Most participants possess a relatively proficient level of knowledge about basic preparedness and mitigation strategies that could reduce flood and erosion risk. They are aware of the need to communicate the logistics associated with an evacuation plan—with the emergency management personnel and other relevant parties—to facilitate a successful emergency evacuation. The key motivators and barriers relevant to their support for resilience planning evolve around connecting and communicating with community members to understand and address their concerns. With regard to the hypothetical parcel tax policy, while most participants believed that it is undesirable to add more tax burden to property owners, a minority considered the policy potentially feasible via sharing the tax burden across CT’s coastal communities.

B. BRIDGEPORT SURVEY FINDINGS

In total, 301 valid survey responses were gathered from the residents and stakeholders targeted in the City of Bridgeport. The answer category “Refused to Answer” was provided for each survey item; the answer category of “Don’t Know Enough to comment” or “Not Applicable” was included with the survey items, whenever appropriate. All three answer categories were treated as “missing values” in the data and not computed for the report provided below.

To summarize the large amount of survey findings, the same 21 different conceptual clusters identified for the Fairfield study are explicated below.

3.2.1 Resident Characteristics

Respondents to this survey have very high home ownership, with 81.7% reporting owning a residential home and another 15% renting a home full time. The average number of residents in a household is 3.01 ($SD = 1.08$); 69.5% of these households have at least one dependent child. On average, respondents have lived in Bridgeport for 18.5 years; 85.4% of them are employed full-time and another 10.3% employed part-time. The average age of these respondents is 39.2 years old ($SD = 1.69$). While their median household income is about $80,000 annually, 89.7% of the respondents have at least a four-year college degree. Of all respondents, 70.1% are males and 29.9% are females.

The current sample’s gender ratio is not comparable to that of the 2017 U.S. census data for the City of Bridgeport, which reports a gender ratio of 51.1% female to 48.9% male for adults. In terms of race and ethnicity, the current sample shows that 76% of the respondents are White, 12% Black/African American, 6% Hispanic, 4.3% Asian, 1.3%, Native Americans, and 0.3% mixed race. Compared to the single-race census data, except for the Hispanic group (6%), other racial categories are not well represented in the current sample. Specifically, the census data shows that Black/African Americans (35.3%), other race (16%)
and two or more race (4.6%) were underrepresented in the current study sample, while Whites (40.4%) and Asians (3.1%) were overrepresented.\textsuperscript{21}

Based on the findings of a systematic literature review that examines response rates for survey research of multiple ethnicities with mixed methods (excluding face-to-face interviews and mail survey only), the African American response rate was 15.4\% with a college student sample.\textsuperscript{22} This 15.4\% response rate from a college student population is the closest available data point that could be compared to the slightly lower 12\% response rate from the general Black/African American population for the current project. The Pew Research Center, likewise, reported the lowest telephone survey response rate from Black respondents, which is benchmarked around 10\%; Pew Research’s own response rate from this racial group is below 10\%.\textsuperscript{23} This low response rate from Black and African Americans thus constitutes a study limitation.

### 3.2.2 Property Damage

Nearly 70\% of the respondents (68.8\%) reported that their property had suffered damage caused by \textit{Hurricane Sandy} and 14\% experienced similar damage on their property located elsewhere due to other storms. While just over one-fifth of all respondents (21.6\%) mentioned that their property was affected by recent flood events with on-going damage, 60.8\% indicated the same without any on-going damage. A majority of the respondents (61.7\%) mentioned the need for more repair of their homes to fend off heavy rain. Likewise, a very high percentage (69.7\%) of the respondents indicated an increase in maintenance costs for keeping their property safe.

Based on these findings, it is clear that a vast majority of the respondents have sustained property damage due to \textit{Hurricane Sandy}; and most of their homes also require more repair which accrues additional long-term financial burden for property maintenance. Of all respondents, 14\% indicated that they would consider relocating to another city to avoid having flood damage to their homes in the next three years. This mobility trend, if it is primarily driven by past flood damage and/or on-going flood risk concern, does not bode well with the long-term economic development of the region.

### 3.2.3 Economic Impact

Respondents were instructed to evaluate the on-going negative economic effects on their property, household and the community, due to past flood events. Results below report the

\textsuperscript{21} United States Census Bureau, Retrieved from https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=CF


percentage of respondents who agree or strongly agree with the negative economic effects on each of the following items.

- one’s own property value: 78.23%
- the property value of neighboring streets: 69.1%
- the property value in the community in general: 88.6%
- one’s own household: 59.8%
- the financial resources of the community: 76.6%
- the cost of maintaining public infrastructure in the community: 78.4%
- the taxpayers’ burden in the community: 89%
- small businesses in the community: 76.3%
- large companies in the community: 78.8%

Respondents were further queried about the status of their property insurance premium in relation to past flood events. An increase in insurance premiums was mentioned by 61.5% of the respondents. As 73.3% of the respondents reported that their property insurance premiums have become very costly, 69.7% lamented that these premiums have become unaffordable.

In no uncertain terms, a vast majority of the respondents believed that their property value, financial resources, tax burden and the businesses in their community were adversely affected by past flood events. They are concerned with the financial resources of their own households and the community as well as the cost of maintaining the infrastructure in the community. As over 70% of the respondents feel that their property insurance premiums are either too costly or unaffordable, this financial burden is yet another negative economic effect inflicted by the recurring flood damage in this community.

3.2.4 Risk Severity and Vulnerability

Respondents were asked to describe the degree of risk – related to the perceived severity of flood, erosion and storm surge – to which their property and the properties in their neighborhood is exposed. Results presented below detail the percentage of respondents who consider the severity of their risk be negligible, mild/moderate or severe/critical.

- Exposure to flood risk on one’s own property: negligible (1.3%); mild/moderate (76.3%); severe/critical (22.3%)
- Exposure to flood risk in the neighborhood: negligible (1%); mild/moderate (44.5%); severe/critical (44.5%)
- Exposure to flood-induced erosion on one’s own property: negligible (3%); mild/moderate (67.8%); severe/critical (29.3%)
- Exposure to flood-induce erosion risk in the neighborhood: negligible (1.7%); mild/moderate (57%); severe/critical (41.3%)
Next, respondents were asked to describe the vulnerability they feel toward the potential occurrence of another Sandy-like superstorm. The description below details the percentage of respondents that either agree or strongly agree with each aspect of this vulnerability sentiment, if a future flood strikes the community during a Sandy-like superstorm.

- Afraid for your personal physical safety: 56.7%
- Fearful for potential damage to your home: 68.7%
- Worried about potential damage around your property: 78.1%
- Anxious about potential need for evacuation: 58.7%
- Concerned about potential financial losses: 78.1%

The results shown above reveal an astonishingly high percentage (97% - 99%) of the respondents reported that their risk exposure to flood, erosion and storm surge ranges from mild to critical. When asked to assess their perceived vulnerability to the element, while a majority of the respondents were fearful for their personal safety, at least nearly 70% of all respondents were concerned with property damage and financial losses. These findings reveal a community that feels highly vulnerable due to the severity of the threat against their personal property, financial asset and personal well-being. This sense of vulnerability also draws from the fear of having to endure another flood event triggered by a Sandy-like superstorm in the future.

3.2.5 Mitigation Effectiveness Evaluation

A list of commonly proposed mitigation strategies was presented to respondent to explore their beliefs about the effectiveness of these strategies. Results reported below describe the percentage of respondents who feel confident or very confident with each mitigation strategy presented.

- Raising levees: 71.8%
- Deepening river channels: 71.2%
- Improving the storm water network: 72.2%
- Building structures such as ripraps, revetments or bulkheads: 67.1%
- Moving houses away from high-risk areas: 65%
- Increasing natural buffers like tidal wetlands, salt marshes and ponds: 73.5%
- Laying natural barriers such as dunes or intertidal flats: 74.5%
- Constructing flood walls: 76%
- Modifying buildings (e.g. raise floor levels and utility services; fill in basement, if permitted by zoning): 72.4%
- Restricting new buildings or renovations in areas with high flood risk: 75.6%
Based on these findings, it appears that about two-thirds of the respondents have confidence in the ability of built structures such as ripraps, revetments or bulkheads – as well as moving houses away from high-risk areas – as effective mitigation measures. This compares to at least 72% of all respondents who feel confident with the remaining mitigation strategies that involve the construction of other types of physical structures (e.g., building flood walls), re-engineering of infrastructure (e.g., raising levees), living shoreline solutions (e.g., adding dunes and tidal wetlands) and modifying existing buildings (e.g., raising floor levels), in addition to restricting new buildings or building renovation in high risk areas.

These findings suggest that there is little differentiation in respondent beliefs about the effectiveness of the array of mitigation strategies presented to them. It is highly likely that, as nearly 70% of these respondents experienced damage from Hurricane Sandy and at least 97% of them believed that their property is subject to mild to critical flood risk, they are willing to support all types of natural or engineered mitigation solutions that could help safeguard their homes, neighborhood and the quality of life in their water-front community.

3.2.6 Mitigation Barriers

An assessment of respondent beliefs about the factors that may obstruct the success in reducing flood risk for residential homes was advanced. Results shown below describe the percentage of respondents who either agree or strongly agree with the statements that reflect the barriers against reducing flood risk in residential homes.

- The costs for flood management are too high: 55.9%
- Special skills are required to know how to manage flood risk: 77.4%
- Special information is required to know what flood-risk management involves: 74.6%
- Other priorities can outrank the need to manage flood risk: 55.3%
- Don’t believe that serious flood will occur in the foreseeable future: 47.5%
- Floods don’t happen often enough to make flood-risk management a high priority: 61.6%
- The information about flood risk is not reliable: 44.3%
- Flood-risk management may not be enough to reduce the risk: 56.6%
- Managing flood risk is too challenging to achieve: 42.7%
- Those who live in the flood plan don’t care enough about their flood risk: 49%
- Don’t want taxes to go up to help pay for flood-risk management: 54.6%
- Don’t want any flood management construction to block the view from residential property: 56%
- Those who are not exposed to flood risk don’t care: 79.9%

The mitigation barrier chosen by the vast majority (80%) of respondent is perceived apathy from those not at risk for flooding, followed by perceived lack of required mitigation skills and information. Other barriers considered by at least more than half of all respondents are related to
practical reasons such as financial cost, potential tax increases, uncertainty of mitigation effectiveness and flood risk not being a top priority. The percentage of respondents who consider the following reasons as barriers – including not believing the reliability of the flood-risk information or the seriousness of flood risk in the near term as well as perceived powerlessness over flood-risk management – range between 42% to just under 50%.

By implication, a large majority of the respondents believed that the major barriers to reducing flood risk have to do with the missing support from those community members not at risk for flooding and a lack of access to the necessary information and skills for practicing flood-risk mitigation. These are followed by other potential barriers ranging from financial factors and doubts of mitigation effectiveness to perceived challenge of flood-risk management. Overall, perceived barriers that may interfere with reducing flood risk to residential homes in the community seem to be relatively “stubborn” for most to overcome.

### 3.2.7 Mitigation Motivations

In contrast to mitigation barriers, a set of questions that explores the key motivations for property owners to support flood-risk management planning was advanced. The results below represent the proportion of respondents who answered “yes” to each motivation measure.

- your property was flooded before: 74%
- you live in a floodplain: 45.6%
- you want to protect your property value: 54.7%
- you live near a floodplain: 65.3%
- your property may be at risk for future flooding: 62.5%
- your taxes may go up, if flood-risk management is not implemented: 57.5%

The most important motivation supporting flood mitigation, as perceived by respondents, is if one’s property was flooded before. This is followed by perceived flood risk factors and tax-burden consideration. Interestingly, living in a flood plain was selected by the lowest number of respondents as a motivation for individuals to support flood-risk mitigation. It is possible that some respondents who live in a floodplain (but without flood experience) could develop the cognition of “wishful thinking,” “self-denial” or even “fatalism,” when faced with the thought of a potential flood risk. If true, this type of thought pattern is a form of maladaptive response to threat, which could lead to risk avoidance and lack of motivation to support flood-risk management planning. Furthermore, somewhere between having been (or not having been) impacted by a flood event are those “anxiety” factors – related to one’s concern with flood risk and financial burden – that appear to be moderate motivators for considering mitigation actions.

---

3.2.8 Self-Efficacy for Mitigation

Respondent beliefs about their ability to engage in mitigation activity were investigated. In particular, a set of questions that examine their confidence level in taking the following actions to reduce flood risk was posed to them. Results reported below describe the percentage of respondents who feel confident or very confident with each potential requisite action.

- Try to come up with a strategy about what to do: 51.1%
- Construct an actual plan of action: 68.9%
- Have enough financial resources to implement your plan (e.g., a flood-risk reduction project): 69.6%
- Have enough support from (e.g., family and friends) to help you implement your plan: 53.6%
- Decide how you might best handle the problem (e.g., taking out a loan, as needed): 66.7%
- Carry out your action plan regardless of the difficulty: 62.3%

Even though at least 60% and 70% of the respondents mentioned that their household finances have been adversely affected and their insurance premiums have become unaffordable, respectively (see Sec 3.2.3), the vast majority of them (about 70%) still feel confident with having sufficient financial resources to implement their own flood-risk mitigation plan. It is possible that the respondents for the survey, based on their income and education level, represent the more economically secure residents in the city. These demographic characteristics, combined with respondents’ risk beliefs and experience – evidenced by 97% reporting “mild-to-extremely severe exposure” to flood risk and nearly 70% having sustained flood damage (see Sec 3.2.4) – may explain their confidence in finding the necessary financial resources to reduce their personal flood risk. This type of confidence, even if it is born out of necessity, exhibits exactly the type of efficacy that is much needed for individual property owners to establish their resilience against the flood risk they face.

It is worth noting that a comparable percentage of respondents from Bridgeport (53.6%) and Fairfield (56%) reported having sufficient confidence in carrying out risk-reduction plans with the help of their social network (e.g., family and friends). On the one hand, it is comforting to know that social network may provide the necessary social capital for individuals to access in time of need. On the other hand, while such social capital is valuable, it may not be accessible on demand or sufficient to stare down the potentially insurmountable threat of an impending flood. For this reason, it is important to again explore the collective community efficacy – which remains the most accessible social capital for establishing community resilience – due to its communal and physical proximity.

3.2.9 Collective Efficacy for Mitigation

Respondent beliefs about their ability to engage in mitigation activity collectively with others in the community were examined. A series of questions that queries their confidence level in collaborating with others to reduce flood risk was presented. Results shown below describe the
percentage of respondents who feel *confident* or *very confident* in their ability to work with other community members to develop flood-risk management plans.

- work with others to develop community-based solutions: 48.4%
- participate in local activities or events that educate residents about flood risks: 56.9%
- contribute money to local events that promote flood risk management: 59.5%
- contribute food to local events that promote flood risk management: 51.4%
- participate in public meetings to offer feedback on flood-risk management plans: 57.8%
- attend public workshops to participate in flood-risk management planning: 65.8%

These findings show that Bridgeport respondents are at least twice to three times more confident in their ability to connect and collaborate with neighbors and stakeholders to work toward building social resilience against the flood risk that threatens their community, compared to Fairfield respondents. This gap in perceived social capital within one’s community – which could be tapped for collectively achieving a common goal of building social resilience – might have been a function of practical and logistical reasons described below.

Bridgeport is an urban community where people live in closer proximity to each other and many reside in multiple dwelling units. The devastation brought by *Hurricane Sandy* heavily concentrated in Bridgeport’s *South End* neighborhood, with nearly 70% of the respondents from this neighborhood suffering from flood damage. By contrast, only about 32% of Fairfield respondents reported property damage due to *Sandy*; this is because they reside in three contiguous districts that are geographically different in their flood-risk level. As such, the perceived need and feasibility for working with one’s neighbor and community members to solve flood and erosion problems seems more pressing for Bridgeport than Fairfield respondents. In addition, the *Resilient Bridgeport* project, which has invested dedicated resources to conduct community outreach, could have played a prominent role in illuminating the importance of collaboration between residents and stakeholders. In particular, the project has conducted regular public hearings, meetings, walking tours and design workshops that congregate South End residents and stakeholders as well as project managers, designers and engineers together – to dialogue about confronting the flood and erosion challenge – with the collective wisdom, effort, determination and perseverance of the community.

### 3.2.10 Institutional Efficacy for Mitigation

Respondent beliefs about the ability of institutions to address community mitigation needs and to reduce community flood risk were also measured. A comprehensive list of institutions, including news media and the science community, were included in the measurement. Results shown below describe the percentage of respondents who feel *confident* or *very confident* in the ability of these institutional players in helping to reduce community flood risk.

- municipal government that responds to the needs of its residents: 63.9%
- community leaders that organize the residents to contribute to local flood-risk management: 59.4%
• scientists and engineers that provide assessments of the actual flood risk: 67.5%
• government agencies that could implement flood-risk management plans: 62.2%
• news media that report the flood risk: 49.5%
• the City Council or its equivalent that speaks for the people they represent: 64.7%
• the local law enforcement that protects the safety of your community: 63.6%
• the state law enforcement that protects the safety of your community: 64.8%
• the federal law enforcement that protects the safety your community: 77.5%

Findings show that between nearly two-thirds and just over three-quarters of Bridgeport respondents expressed confidence in the ability of different institutions to help reduce flood risk in their community. Respondents also express moderate and moderately strong confidence in news media and community leaders and news media as the entities that could address community mitigation needs, respectively. The institutions that received the largest vote of confidence in the Bridgeport sample are federal law enforcement (77.5%) and scientists/engineers (67.5%); scientists/ engineers (57.6%) and local law enforcement (53.1%) were chosen for the same reason by the Fairfield sample. This validation of the role of scientists and engineers could perhaps be explained by the education level of the survey respondents, which reflects an overwhelming majority of college educated individuals.

Perceived confidence in news media was much stronger among Bridgeport respondents (49.5%) than Fairfield (26.4%). Even so, between a quarter and half of all respondents to this project consider news media an institution for facilitating flood-risk reduction. Meteorologists that provide weather-related news for a media outlet (dubbed as the “station scientists”) 25 also present scientific information related to weather events and the climate in a manner accessible to the general public.

The primary functions of news media are to disseminate severe weather advisories/warnings and updates as well as information about preparedness, emergency evacuation and recovery resources. They do contribute to directly and indirectly helping the public to reduce the threat of their flood risk.

3.2.11 Mitigation and Preparedness Action

To assess whether property owners took up any mitigation action on their own to reduce their flood, erosion and storm surge damage, a list of questions was posed to them. Results detailed below describe the percentage of respondents indicating that they have implemented each of the following mitigation measures.

• Raised the foundation of their property: 54.8%
• Have kept ditches and drains around the property clean: 53.8%

• Have raised electrical outlets and switches: 53.8%
• Have made a plan about what to do, if a flood is threatening (e.g., evacuation): 60.5%
• Have compiled a disaster preparedness kit (e.g., first-aid kit, blankets, pet carrier): 55.5%
• Have stocked up on emergency survival items (e.g., canned goods, flashlights, batteries): 51.2%

These results reveal that at least half of all respondents have engaged in selected preparedness actions through making plans to adapt to a potential flooding event. A similar proportion of respondents also reported having adopted selected mitigation actions presented above. These findings suggest that the need to increase the practice of preparedness and mitigation against flood risk among property owners remains imminent, as approximately 40%-50% have opted for doing nothing to protect themselves or their properties.

3.2.12 Risk-Management Responsibility

Respondents were also asked to share their beliefs about who should be responsible for managing flood risk in their community. Results described below indicate the percentage of respondents who agree or strongly agree with the parties that are responsible.

• Those who own properties in the floodplain in your community: 79.7%
• Those who own properties that were affected by floods in your community: 62.2%
• Those who live in your community (municipality): 72.3%
• Residents that are exposed to flood risk in your region: 74.1%
• Residents that are exposed to flood risk in Connecticut’s coastal communities: 69.6%
• Residents who live in Connecticut’s coastal communities: 75%
• Residents who live in the State of Connecticut: 71.4%
• Taxpayers in the country: 71.2%

These findings demonstrate a relatively uniform response toward the parties that are considered to be responsible for flood-risk management for both the Bridgeport and Fairfield sample, except for two indicators. These two indicators reflect that 71.4% and 71/2% of Bridgeport respondents consider the CT residents and U.S. taxpayers responsible for managing their local flood-risk, respectively, compared to 38.6% and 35.5% for Fairfield respondents in the same order. It is possible that as two to three times more Bridgeport respondents than Fairfield respondents believe in building collective community efficacy to battle against the flood/erosion challenge (see Sec 3.2.9), this suggests that most Bridgeport respondents may also believe that their localized flood risk is a socioeconomic concern for the nation as a whole. In other words, local community resilience has implication for regional and national resilience.

3.2.13 Share of Responsibility

Addressing the concept of who should be responsible for mitigating flood risk in their community from another dimension, respondents were requested to evaluate the perceived
importance of each of the following parties in local flood-risk management. Results below describe the percentage of respondents who consider a given party as being important or absolutely important in managing local flood-risk concerns.

- Federal Government: 74.7%
- State Government: 77.2%
- Municipal Government: 81.3% important/absolutely important
- Community groups: 79.2% important/absolutely important
- Neighborhood associations: 76.6%
- Individual residents: 88.6%

According to the results, the largest proportion of respondents believe that individual residents are the most important driver in flood-risk management, followed by the municipal government and community groups. By comparison, while the largest percentage of Fairfield respondents consider local municipalities as the important party in driving flood-risk management, the smallest percentage of them deem community groups as the least important entity. The contrast between Bridgeport and Fairfield respondents could perhaps be explained by the strong belief about collective community commitment as the basis for building community resilience of the former, which is not widely shared by the latter.

3.2.14 Risk Anticipation and Decision-Making Style

To further understand how respondents may think about and respond to the concept of flood-risk management, their beliefs associated with when the next severe weather event similar to Hurricane Sandy may materialize were also assessed.

Results below reveal that a mid-50% range of respondents anticipate the next superstorm to arrive between 1-20 years. That percentage goes up from 70% to just over 80%, when respondents project the next severe weather event to appear between 20-50 years. Not unlike the Fairfield survey results, nearly half of all Bridgeport respondents don’t consider a severe storm or hurricane would occur in the near term. Wishful thinking or not, it is going to be 7 years since Hurricane Sandy struck both communities in 2012.

- within the next 1 - 5 years: 57.3%
- within the next 5 -10 years: 54.2%
- within the next 10 - 20 years: 55%
- within the next 20 - 30 years: 69.9%
- within the next 30 - 40 years: 67%
- within the next 40 - 50 years: 80.5%

To further investigate an individual’s decision-making style when it comes to managing their risk-taking (or maximizing the probability for receiving a gain) vs. risk-avoidance (or minimizing the probability for receiving a loss) behavioral tendency, a set of measures below
were developed to test how individuals may weigh their risk to increase their potential gain and decrease their potential loss. was included in the survey.26

Two options below were presented for respondents to determine their risk tolerance level. As demonstrated below, findings appear to contradict the anticipated human tendency of minimizing risk-seeking (Binomial test, \( p = .011 \), 2-tailed), showing that Option A is significantly more preferred over Option B. Additional analyses were conducted to determine whether respondents who experienced property damage from Hurricane Sandy (68.8%) or past flood events (82.4%) may differ in their response; no significant statistical difference (Kruskal-Wallis Test >.05).

- Option A: There is an 80% chance that you will save an extra $1,000 in flood damage repair: 57.6%
- Option B: There is a 100% chance that you will save an extra $700 in flood damage repair: 42.4%

Another two options were presented for respondents to determine their risk avoidance level. The findings below did not validate the human tendency of maximizing risk-avoidance (Binomial test, \( p < .001 \), 2-tailed), as Option B is shown to be significantly preferred over Option A. Additional analyses were completed to explore whether respondents who experienced property damage from Hurricane Sandy (68.8%) or past flood events (82.4%) may differ in their preference. Again, no significant statistical difference was found (Kruskal-Wallis Test >.05).

- Option A: There is an 80% chance that you will lose an extra $1,000 in flood damage repair: 37.7%
- Option B: There is a 100% chance that you will lose an extra $700 in flood damage repair: 62.3%

While these findings diverge from those reported for the Fairfield sample, they are highly significant from the perspective of understanding alternative decision-making approaches.

For example, nearly 70% of the Bridgeport respondents reported having sustained flood damage from Hurricane Sandy, but only 32% of Fairfield respondents stated the same. By implication, Bridgeport respondents may be more willing to take a measured or calculated risk on the hypothetical financial gain or loss related to flood-damage repair – as presented in the two pairs of gain vs. loss scenarios – than Fairfield respondents. Another plausible explanation for this discrepancy in risk-taking or risk-avoidance tendency between the Fairfield and Bridgeport respondents could be related to the following factors.

First, the demographic composition of the Fairfield sample closely approximates the Town’s census, while the same is not true with the Bridgeport sample. Second, while the Fairfield sample was drawn from a much larger geographic region and contains residents who face divergent levels of flood/erosion risk, the Bridgeport sample was made up of residents in the South End area whose flood/erosion risk level is relatively similar. Based on these two reasons, and the fact that nearly 99% of the Bridgeport sample vs. 71% of the Fairfield sample believed that their

property is at risk for flooding, their perceived personal risk may moderate the results of the risk-seeking and risk-avoidance tendencies exhibited herein.

3.2.15 Flood-Risk Information Dissemination

Turning to the challenge of how best to reach coastal residents with flood-risk forecast and warming, a set of communication channels was evaluated by the respondents. Respondents were asked to report how often they receive flood-risk inform from each of the information sources below, when a severe storm is looming on the horizon. Results reported here describe the percentage of respondents who often or very often receive flood-risk inform from each source.

- Weather forecast in a printed newspaper: 40%
- Weather forecast on a radio station: 52.3%
- Weather forecast on a TV station: 66.8%
- The Weather Channel on Cable TV: 50.2%
- Cable news networks such as CNN, MSNBC or Fox: 54.6%
- Web portals such as Yahoo.com, MSN.com or Google.com: 46.2%
- Local news outlets on the Internet, e.g., a local newspaper, radio station or TV station: 63.6%
- Major national news outlets on the Internet, e.g., USA Today, CNN, MSNBC or Fox: 58.9%
- Facebook, a social media outlet: 46.5%
- YouTube, a social media outlet: 45.7%
- Twitter, a social media outlet: 45.2%
- Instagram, a social media outlet: 39.6%
- Reddit, a social media outlet: 40.2%
- Snapchat, a social media outlet: 43.3%
- Other social media outlets, such as Snapchat, Tumblr or WhatsApp: 34.5%
- Mobile phone applications, e.g., a weather forecast app: 64.4%
- CT Alerts, a mobile app from the state’s Emergency Alerting and Information System: 52.9%
- A newsletter through an email account: 44.5%
- A family member: 59.2%
- A relative: 52.2%
- A friend: 48.3%
- A neighbor: 66.9%

Interestingly, one’s neighbor is considered the most frequent flood-risk information source (at 67%) for Bridgeport respondents, which is nearly doubled the percentage (34%) for Fairfield respondents. While weather applications for mobile phones are a close second (64.4%) as an information source, they are the most prevalent source (62.8%) for Fairfield residents. Other
more frequently mentioned information sources include the old standbys such as weather forecast on a TV station, local news outlets on the Internet. CT Alerts, other major national news media and weather news outlets on television and the Internet as well as a family member or a relative. The least utilized information sources remain to be online media outlets that are not conventionally associated with risk information dissemination; these resources include web portal service such as Yahoo and the various commonly used social media platforms.

The percentage of Bridgeport respondents who reportedly receive flood-risk information through social media platforms is twice to ten times higher than that of Fairfield respondents, with Facebook being the most mentioned source (46.57%), followed closely by YouTube (45.7%) and Twitter (45.2%). It is possible that Bridgeport respondents stay in touch or share information with their neighbors, family members, relatives or other members in their community (e.g., fellow churchgoers) through social media outlets more often than their Fairfield counterparts.

### 3.2.16 Potential Policy Options

Respondents were introduced to a parcel tax policy that has been implemented in nine counties of the San Fran Bay area, as an example of community-based funding option for implementing flood-risk mitigation in coastal communities. They were then separately presented with two series of questions targeting coastal communities vs. local community (municipality) as the hypothetical taxing unit, in addition to the preferred dollar amount for the hypothetical tax.

**Coastal Community Parcel Tax Policy**

The first question asks whether a proposal that collects an annual parcel tax (independent of property value) in CT’s coastal communities for the next 20 years to help fund flood-risk management plans would receive enough support from their household and property owners in different locales within these communities. Results reported below depict the percentage of respondents who perceive whether such a parcel tax will receive support from each household or property owner type.

- **Your household:** 91.6%
- **property owners on your neighborhood:** 47.1%
- **property owners in your municipality:** 56.1%
- **property owners in the most at-risk coastal communities on Long Island Sound:** 75.2%
- **property owners in the coastal communities on Long Island Sound:** 46.9%

A second question asks whether this annual parcel tax collected in CT’s coastal communities should be designated as a flat fee or a prorated fee. The following results display the percentage of respondents who support each type of hypothetical fee option.

- a flat fee for all residential property owners: 80.1%
- a flat fee for non-residential properties, including commercial and non-commercial properties: 40.2%
- the same flat fee for both residential and non-residential properties: 38.9%
• a prorated fee based on the parcel size of the property: 66.4%
• a prorated fee based on the proximity of the property to the floodplain: 50.2%
• a prorated fee based on the income level of the parcel owner: 50.5%

The third question asks how much this parcel tax should be, if it is designated as a flat fee and collected annually in CT’s coastal communities. Results below show the percentage of respondents who chose to support each hypothetical tax rate option.

• $20 per year or 5.5¢ per day: 69.4%
• $30 per year or 8.2¢ per day: 41.2%
• $40 per year or 11.0¢ per day: 39.3%
• $50 per year or 13.7¢ per day: 37.5%
• $75 per year or 20.6¢ per day: 18.3%

**Municipal Parcel Tax Policy**

The first question inquires whether this parcel tax policy will receive support from the respondents themselves and the property owners in their community, if their local municipality independently proposes this annual parcel tax. Results reported below indicate the percentage of respondents who perceive whether such a parcel tax will receive support from each household or property owner type.

• Your household: 92.6%
• property owners on your neighborhood: 49.7%
• property owners in your community (or your municipality): 64.7%

The next question asks whether this annual parcel tax, if collected in their community by their local municipality, should be designated as a flat fee or a prorated fee. Results below reflect the percentage of respondents who chose to support each hypothetical fee option.

• a flat fee for all residential property owners: 82.1%
• a flat fee for nonresidential properties, including commercial and noncommercial properties: 40.2%
• the same flat fee for both residential and nonresidential a prorated fee based on the parcel size of the property: 42.9%
• a prorated fee based on the proximity of the property to the floodplain: 60.5%
• a prorated fee based on the income level of the parcel owner: 41.2%

A third question asks how much this parcel tax should be, if it is designated as a flat fee and collected annually in their community by the local municipality. Results below reveal the percentage of respondents who chose to support each hypothetical tax rate option.
$20 per year or 5.5¢ per day: 57.1%
$30 per year or 8.2¢ per day: 45.5%
$40 per year or 11.0¢ per day: 45.8%
$50 per year or 13.7¢ per day: 35.5%
$75 per year or 20.6¢ per day: 24.9%

About 92% of the respondents reported that their own household will support a parcel tax policy and three-quarters of the respondents also stated the same for property owners located in the most at-risk areas of the Long Island Sound; these results are similar to those reported by the Fairfield sample. Twice as many respondents in Bridgeport, relative to Fairfield consider that this parcel tax should be a flat fee for all, as most Fairfield respondents support a prorated fee based on proximity of the property to a floodplain. As for the preferred parcel fee amount that should be collected, a similar (largest) proportion of respondents from both communities would be willing to pay $20 annually. Whether the hypothetical tax policy is assumed to be implemented at a municipal level or across CT’s coastal communities, results don’t diverge between the two samples.

Several findings reported by the Bridgeport respondents here could have potential policy implications. First, more than 90% of the respondents would support the hypothetical parcel tax proposal to be collected across all coastal community residents or as a municipal tax on their property. Second, over 80% of the respondents prefer this tax be collected as a flat fee for all property owners, regardless whether the property is residential, commercial or institutional. Third, a hypothetical annual parcel tax of $20 receives the most respondent support. Taken together, Bridgeport respondents, consistent with their expressed beliefs, are motivated to build social resilience with other community members (including residents, businesses and institutions) and are open to a parcel tax policy that benefits all in an equal manner.

3.2.17 Information and Activity Engagement

An individual’s storm preparation, risk mitigation and post-disaster recovery skills are often a function of whether coastal residents have engaged the relevant information and activities that could aid them to develop risk avoidance or reduction practices. To explore this phenomenon, respondents answered two sets of questions that inquire about their flood-risk information-seeking frequency at an individual and community level since Hurricane Sandy. Results reported below indicate the percentage of respondents who often or very often seek such information.

The first set of questions asks how often the respondent has sought information related to their flood risk for their own property. The results below show that between over one-quarter and just below 60% of all respondents reported having spent some time and effort in seeking different types of flood risk information.

- flood risk to your property: 28.1%
- flood risk to your neighborhood: 49.3%
• flood risk to your community: 57.6%
• what to do to help manage a possible flood: 44.3%

Another set of questions inquires how often the respondent has sought to engage flood-risk management activities with other community members. The results reported below indicate that between 40%-56% of the respondents have ever consulted community groups or the municipal government to seek flood-risk related information.

• Become involved with a local community group focusing on flood management: 40.4%
• Communicated with the city hall about how to reduce flood risk on your property: 44.9%
• Participated in public meetings related to flood-risk management: 55.9%

Even though nearly 84.8% of the respondents have experienced a flood event before (see Sec 3.3.2), the percentage of them that sought information about the flood risk of their own property is low, compared to the percentage that sought flood-risk information about their neighborhood or the community. It is possible that these respondents are already highly familiar with their own flood risk but are curious about the flood risk of others, as the flood risk in the neighborhood or the community could adversely affect the value and other assets related to their own property. While at least 40% of the respondents have consulted others about how to reduce their flood risk, Bridgeport respondents’ ability to lean on their community members again signifies a certain degree of social capital that is necessary for building long-term social resilience at the community level.

3.2.18 Communication about Flood-Risk Management Planning

As demonstrated above, only a small number of respondents have been “pulled” to seek flood-risk related information for their own property. It is therefore necessary to know what types of flood-risk management information is considered important to them, in order to develop a “push” strategy to disseminate such information to them.

Respondents were invited to determine how important it is for them to receive communication about the different types of information related to flood-risk management planning in their community. Results provided below demonstrate the percentage of respondents who consider each entity as being very important or absolutely important.

• which entities are in charge: 83.9%
• which community groups representing the taxpayers are involved: 60.9%
• which projects will be planned: 71.4%
• which projects are being planned: 72.4%
• which projects will be implemented: 74.9%
• which projects are being implemented: 76%
• the costs of these projects: 72.1%
• who is financially responsible for these projects: 79.3%
• what is the share of financial burden on taxpayers like you: 81.3%

Based on these results, it appears that the information about the entities in charge, taxpayer burden and financial responsibility associated with flood-risk management planning is considered important by the vast majority of respondents (79% - 83.9%). Likewise, perceived importance of receiving the different aspects of flood-risk management presented to them does not vary much (71.4%-76%). Even though perceived importance of community groups was reported by the lowest number of respondents (60.9%), a majority of the respondents still regard the role of community groups as essential in flood-risk management planning.

3.2.19 Communication about Flood-Risk Management Outcomes

Another set of questions was developed to describe how important it is for respondents to receive communication about the anticipated outcomes for flood-risk management planning in their community. Results below reflect the percentage of respondents who consider a specific outcome to be important or absolutely important.

• whether these plans will create a positive economic impact on your community: 43.1%
• whether these plans will influence the recreational opportunities in your community: 64.1%
• whether these plans will improve the quality of life in your community: 77.8%
• how these plans will affect your property: 57.5%
• how these plans will affect the properties in your neighborhood: 55.3%
• whether the scientific facts back up the rationale for making these plans: 79.3%

As nearly 80% of the respondents consider scientific facts as an important basis for determining flood-risk management outcomes and how such outcomes may improve their quality of life, these findings suggest that science is valued for its role in improving the environmental safety and lives in the community. The remaining results seem to suggest that quality of life precedes the importance of other aspects of flood-risk management outcomes.

3.2.20 Communication Channels for Engagement

Respondents were also asked to indicate what the best ways to communicate with them in order to engage them in flood-risk management planning in their community might be. Results presented below indicate the percentage of respondents that either agree or strongly agree with each of the following approaches being the best way to communicate with them.

• Invite you to enter your email address in a city registry to receive important announcements: 67.9%
• Invite you to enter your phone number in a city registry to receive important announcements: 68.4%
• Invite you to attend Resilience Fair to enjoy food, games, activities and conversations about building a more resilient community with your friends, neighbors, and community members: 64.5%
• Invite you to form a “neighborhood group” to address neighborhood flood-risk concerns: 61.1%
• Invite you to participate in “resilient neighborhood” design workshops to help develop flood-risk management plans for your neighborhood: 68.9%
• Invite you to attend public meetings that address community-wide flood-risk concerns: 76.7%
• Invite you to attend “resilient community” design workshops to help develop flood-risk management plans for the community: 68.4%
• Invite your neighborhood group to work with other neighborhood groups in the community: 76.7%

Public gatherings including meetings for the community and between neighborhood groups are considered the best channels for engaging individuals for flood-risk management planning. Respondents also considered other venues such as public workshops, electronic registries (for receiving announcements) as well as other activities that combine social and engagement functions to be effective ways to communicate with them about flood-risk management.

3.2.21 Engaging the Resilient Bridgeport Project

As a lead-in to assess community engagement with the Resilient Bridgeport (or “RB” hereafter) project, respondents were first asked whether they have heard of this project before. The answer to this question indicates that 86.7% have heard of the RB project.

A series of follow-up questions then gauges respondent interest in engaging the RB project or their neighbors to learn about or participate in flood-risk management planning in their community. Results below demonstrate the percentage of respondents indicating that they are interested, very interested or extremely interested in such engagement opportunities.

• Visit the RB project website to learn about flood-risk management: 85.4%
• Ask question about flood-risk management by contacting the RB project: 86.7%
• Offer your input about flood-risk management by contacting the RB project: 84.7%
• Attending the forthcoming public meetings held by the RB project: 66%
• Attend the upcoming community workshops/presentations held by the RB project: 84.4%
• Participate in a “neighborhood group” to address flood-risk concerns in your neighborhood: 89.7%

As described above, at least about 85% of all respondents are interested in engaging the Resilient Bridgeport project to seek information and provide input as well as working with their neighbors to achieve the shared goal of flood-risk management. Respondents also expressed a preference in community workshops and presentations hosted by the RB project over public meetings. The fact
that a vast majority of them expressed an interest in engaging the RB project and their neighbors to work on flood-risk management planning together, this is an excellent example of the “payoff” that substantial investment of time, effort and resources in community engagement could benefit the constituency of a flood-risk management project.

Lastly, respondents were also asked to indicate whether they would like to receive information about community-based flood-risk management planning through receiving selected material electronically. Results below describe the percentage of respondents that reply with a “maybe” or “yes” answer.

- Receiving a printable flyer that shows you how to access all the resilient project planning resources in the community: 12.6% maybe; 84.4% yes
- Receiving an email alert to learn about when and where a community-based planning event will be taking place: 14.3% maybe; 83.1% yes

These findings are strongly indicative of a very high level of interest expressed by the respondents in staying informed about the RB project. While the percentage of those who would like to receive a flyer to access the project’s planning resources in the community represent 97.3% of those who have heard of the RB project, the proportion of those who would like to receive an email alert to keep up with community-based planning events reflect 95.8% of the same. These percentages showcase the public outreach results of a state-led project that has allocated dedicated resources – including a “store front” in the South End neighborhood to provide public access to project information and activity (e.g., maps, plans and neighborhood meetings) – to make a highly visible presence and to build the desired social capital in the community. As the construction phase of the RB project will begin at the end of the current planning phase, the RB project has demonstrated a successful pilot case of community engagement to meet an intended project goal.

SECTION 4: ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION STRATEGY RECOMMENDATION

Public engagement allows an institution to learn about and interact with its constituency in an open and transparent manner, which in turn better enables the institution to achieve its mission to serve the internal and external stakeholders. The concept of public engagement refers to a two-way interaction process between an institution and its constituency to arrive at a shared vision and understanding of the institution’s functions in meeting its short-term and long-term goals.

Public engagement also enables an institution to communicate with its constituency to achieve the objectives of information dissemination, knowledge transfer and social capital cultivation. The concept of public communication enacted by an institution reflects a conglomeration of branding, promotion and persuasion strategies that are conducive to enhancing constituency understanding of (and support for) the shared vision of the institution’s short-term and long-term project objectives.
An effective approach for conducting successful public engagement should focus on formulating a set of objectives and strategies to serve as the basis for both the institution and its constituency to attain a cohesive, collaborative and reciprocal working relationship. A set of community-based engagement and communication objectives and practices associated with building social resilience is proposed below. These objectives and practices will be utilized as the basis for discussing recommended tailored strategies for each of the project sites accordingly.

4.1 Recommended Engagement Objectives

*Values and Vision.* Make residents and stakeholders become aware of the institutional values and vision that serve as the guidepost for community-based resilience planning.

- *Accountability and Openness.* Enable residents and stakeholders to have a clear understanding and appreciation for why and how institutional resilience planning is conducted as well as what and how resilience projects will be implemented.

- *Mutuality and Trust.* Provide residents and stakeholders the opportunity to develop a relationship with the institution, based on the belief of mutuality and reciprocity to establish a mutual trust.

- *Partnership and Social Capital.* Allow residents and stakeholders to become partners of a community network whose social capital could become the foundation that contributes to institutional resilience planning.

- *Facilitate Dialectics and Communication.* Afford residents and stakeholders an open channel for discourse to achieve a shared vision and shared objectives for institutional resilience planning.

4.2.1. Recommended Communication Objectives

An effective communication strategy that targets a specific community or population segment should focus on an audience-centered approach that will permit the institution to apply both a “pull” and “strategy” to maximize its communication objectives.

- *Audience Motivations.* Assess audience motivations for pursuing resilience-planning information, knowledge and skills as well as potential barriers and motivators as the basis for increasing their resilience efficacy and commitment.

- *Audience Beliefs.* Cultivate audience beliefs toward resilience planning that are consistent with scientific and rationale thinking, based on a relatable and accessible “common-sense” approach.

- *Audience Attitudes.* Shape audience attitudes toward resilience planning to elicit positive association between resilience knowledge, skills and planning at the individual and community level.

- *Audience Actions.* Mobilized audience behaviors that will lead them to accept and advocate social resilience and/or become part of the community network that participates in and contribute to community resilience planning.
• **Audience Discourse.** Create a platform for audience discourse that aims at interacting with the audience to dialogue about resilience ideas and strategies that make resilience-planning information, knowledge and skills available, accessible and applicable.

### 4.2 The Town of Fairfield

The engagement objectives and practices for the Town of Fairfield could take into consideration those factors that may influence how its residents perceive public engagement objectives, as related to flood-risk management planning.

Based on the focus group and survey findings reported above, those key factors can include the need to enhance perceived confidence in the ability of the Town and its residents to address its resilience challenge as a community. At an individual level, factors such as perceived level of flood risk and/or experience with property damage could contribute to a resident’s motivation to participate in community-based resilience planning. At an institutional level, at least half of the survey respondents indicated sufficient interest in engaging the FECB to learn more about flood- and erosion-risk mitigation plans.

Given the potential barriers and motivations discussed thus far, it would appear that the Town of Fairfield could consider developing a set of engagement activities that aim at building individual and community understanding as well as confidence in the capacity of the Town’s residents to participate in and contribute to community resilience planning.

#### 4.2.1. Fairfield Engagement Strategy

The ensuing discussion provides an example of an engagement strategy that acts a citizen-led Task Force, **Citizens for A Resilient Fairfield (or CFARF)**. This Task Force could be consisted of the Town’s citizen representatives who serve in relevant advisory committees (e.g., Earth Day Committee), coalitions (e.g., Fairfield Citizen Corp Council) and task forces (e.g., Sustainable Fairfield Task Force) as well as commissions (e.g., Conservation Commission and Town & Zoning Commission) and the Flood and Control Board (FECB).

Additional members for CFARC could include community organization representatives – including but are not limited to Chamber of Commerce, neighborhood associations, faith organizations, educational institutions and local NGO’s – that are important stakeholders for the community Task Force.

Members of this Task Force could create different teams, based on the engagement tasks that most match their expertise and constituent characteristics. Each of these teams could help organize and mobilize their social networks to invite their constituents to participate in community resilience planning events.

In terms of engagement activity planning, below are some examples for consideration.

• First, consider surveying the Fairfield residents through the use of different communication channels, aided by the constituency networks of the board members, to plan a “calendar of events” that meets the resilience needs of the Town.
• Second, match the topics and events accompanying resilience planning with constituent interests in a programmatic manner. This could mean that theme-oriented events that are tailored for different constituency groups, alongside events that target the entire community as a whole.

• Third, consider planning the type of events that would allow residents to participate through hands-on activities in competitive task teams; in this way, the residents could feel that they are both mentally challenged and physically involved in learning or practicing resilience planning. This could mean building in hands-on and interactivity components in selected engagement activities. For instance, immersive digital technologies--such as augmented reality or virtual reality programs--could be exciting tools for engaging the residents to become a resilience project designer.

Fourth, provide on-site experiential learning opportunities that would allow the residents to witness and understand the impact of human activity, sea-level rise, flood and erosion on their Town. For instance, it could be useful to plan and implement do-it-yourself resilience projects. These could range from encouraging every resident to plan at least one tree on Earth Day annually, to working with one’s neighbors to improve drainage in the entire neighborhood. Involving K-12 pupils and college students in resilience project design contests (e.g., essays, posters, videos, architectural designs or social marketing campaigns) could be a good way to engage families and schools in the community.

• Fifth, partner with local businesses, philanthropic organizations and NGO’s as well as colleges and universities to help sponsor scholarship, fellowship and/or internship opportunities for students or residents to study and create resilience design ideas.

4.2.2 Fairfield Communication Strategy

The communication functions of the Task Force could help facilitate a continuous and interactive discourse about resilience planning between the residents and the Town itself. A dedicated webpage could perhaps be created for sharing useful information (e.g., preparedness, mitigation and recovery tips and strategies) and resilience planning resources (e.g., linking to the FECB’s webpage for accessing the Town’s mitigation plan) and more. The webpage could be designed to include interactive communication functions that would allow residents to submit questions, suggestions or comments about resilience planning. It could also be developed to serve as a virtual “store front” to market the mission of resilience planning for the Town.

Other communication strategies that could complement an engagement event could include the examples below.

• First, establish an identity for the resilience planning enterprise that could communicate the virtue of citizen involvement and community collaboration to improve the socioeconomic growth and quality of life for the Town’s residents. In this case, an analysis of the history of the Town and its contemporary identity could help craft this identity, which could be conveyed in a crisp statement or even a concise tagline.

• Second, collaborate with social marketing and/or science communication scholars or practitioners to develop resilience communication materials and tools that are tailored for the consumption of non-scientists to help facilitate scientific or technical information processing and knowledge transfer.
• Third, when conducting a presentation or discussion about resilience planning, consider making the presentation content simple (e.g., using easy to understand language) and relatable (e.g., using examples relevant to the audience) for the audience. These presentations should also be visually interesting (e.g., using visual tools, animations or videos) as well as interactive (e.g., prompting a two-way discourse) and inclusive (e.g., facilitating a group dialogue).

• Fourth, utilize all communication venues to disseminate (or push) and engage (or pull) the residents. These communication venues can include interpersonal, group, organizational and mass communication channels, digital or otherwise.

• Fifth, consider constructing a communication network that can help cultivate individual and collective efficacy and social capital to help facilitate resilience planning objectives.

4.3 The City of Bridgeport

Bridgeport is the largest city in the state of Connecticut and has a diverse racial, ethnic and socioeconomic makeup. This project collected data in the South End area of the city, which is the resilience planning site for the Resilient Bridgeport Project. To consider the key factors that may help formulate effective public engagement strategies to promote flood-risk management planning, it would be useful to review the focus group and survey findings reported earlier.

As the survey findings reported earlier are skewed toward South End residents with a higher educational attainment, income level and home ownership ratio, the key factors observed will reflect primarily the views of these respondents with a higher SES background. These factors suggest that survey respondents have a moderate to moderately high level of confidence in the City and community residents’ ability to take on the challenge of resilience planning together. Respondent perceptions of flood-risk exposure and/or experience with flood damage on personal property could influence their motivation to partake in community-based resilience planning. Furthermore, 66% to 90% of the survey respondents mentioned that they are interested in participating in different resilience planning activities hosted by the Resilient Bridgeport Project.

With the Resilient Bridgeport Project leading the way, a series of engagement events – including public meetings and design workshops – have already been advanced with visible success. Hence, the proposed engagement strategy below will focus on activities that could be considered for other future resilience planning projects in the City of Bridgeport or other similar urban environments in CT’s coastal communities.

4.3.1 Bridgeport Engagement Strategy

An example of an engagement strategy discussed here could be hypothetically labeled as Citizens for A Resilient Bridgeport (or CFARB). In social marketing terms, this hypothetical label could be considered an “extension brand” – which builds on the success of the “parent brand” – the Resilient Bridgeport Project.

CFARB, as a citizen-led Task Force, could imitate the composition of “Citizen Advisory Committee” of the Resilient Bridgeport Project. Citizen members who serve on this Task Force could be leaders that represent different constituencies in the City of Bridgeport, such as
neighborhood associations (e.g., Seaside Village Association), cultural organizations (e.g., Mary & Eliza Freeman Center for History and Community), community organizations (e.g., South End Neighborhood Revitalization Zone and Bridgeport Economic Development Corporation), faith-based organizations, local businesses, schools/educational institutions (e.g., University of Bridgeport) and local NGO’s (e.g., Groundwork), among others.

CFARB could consider working with two entities that have responsibilities in overseeing the City’s resilience planning; they are (1) the Common Council (or the City Council), which functions as the Flood and Erosion Control Board; and (2) the Citizens Advisory Committee, which provides consultation for environmental policies.

Similar to what has been proposed for the Town of Fairfield, CFARB could develop different engagement task teams to allow the Task Force to best represent the interest of their constituents. Each task team could utilize their social capital to motivate and mobilize their social networks to become active in community resilience planning.

As for engagement activity planning, a set of examples is shared below.

- First, consider encouraging the Task Force members to contact their constituents on a personal basis—either during community gathering events (e.g., church service or school events), social functions (e.g., apartment/condo/neighborhood member gatherings or library socials) and/or social media platforms—to survey the types of resilience events that may be of interest to them. The information gathered by the Task Force could then be complied to plan a “Calendar of Events” to promote resilience planning activities.

- Second, the key to conducting engagement events for urban residents with diverse racial, ethnic and socioeconomic characteristics may depend on making these residents become familiar with resilience planning that could help them survive a severe flood risk in the future. This approach will require matching the resilience topics/events, constituent needs and cultural considerations in a tailored manner. Special considerations could be formulated to provide access to affordances to empower the vulnerable population segments in the community to be resilience-aware and -efficient.

- Third, it would be useful to consider planning events that would allow residents to obtain hands-on experience with resilience practices and skills that are useful to them in time of need. This could suggest designing these resilience planning events with activities that could involve the entire family as well as residents with different levels of social, economic or physical mobility. Demonstrations for how to use mobile phone technologies/applications that could be utilized to make emergency contacts, find evacuation routes, locate emergency shelters and the like could be valuable. Utilizing immersive digital technologies—such as augmented reality or virtual reality programs—could be another way for encouraging the residents to learn how to navigate the different aspects of resilience planning (e.g., preparedness, mitigation and recovery) as well.

- Fourth, provide experiential learning opportunities that could enable the residents to learn how environmentally unfriendly human activity, sea-level rise, flood and erosion could negatively impact the climate and their immediate physical environment. Planning home-based resilience projects could also be an excellent approach to help provide interested residents with resilience training in their own living space. These projects could include
encouraging resident to install safety features in multi-unit dwelling units or improve drainage in their neighborhood. Engaging school children, college students and members of different neighborhoods to enter resilience design contests (featuring essays, artwork, architectural designs or social marketing campaigns) could be a fun way to cultivate resilience planning interest and knowledge.

- Fifth, partner with local businesses, large corporations, philanthropic organizations and NGO’s – in addition to colleges and universities – to sponsor scholarship or fellowship opportunities for students or residents to study and create locally viable resilience design ideas and projects.

4.3.2 Bridgeport Communication Strategy

The communication functions of CFARB could help coordinate an open dialogue between the residents and those who have oversight duties over planning flood and control measures in the community. To provide a destination for sharing the initiatives and activities of CFARB’s grassroots activism, a dedicated webpage could be provided for facilitating public discourse and resource sharing (i.e., linking to the Common Council and Citizens Advisory Committee’s webpage for accessing resilience planning policy and regulations) and more. The design of this webpage could consider providing interactive communication functions to offer residents a venue for submitting questions, suggestions, or comments about resilience planning. This dedicated virtual space could also serve as a virtual “store window” to display and market its advocacy for resilience planning in the City of Bridgeport.

Potential communication strategies that could help elevate the success of an engagement event could include the following examples.

- First, establish a “social identity” for the resilience planning advocacy that could communicate the value of civic participation and community engagement to protect the life and property of Bridgeport residents. In this case, an identity that reflects on the historic significance of the city in the state and embodies the diverse racial/ethnic cultures of contemporary Bridgeport could perhaps be etched in a verbal statement accompanied by a distinctive visual representation.

- Second, consult with social marketing or communication experts to develop resilience communication materials and tools that can be easily adopted by and are accessible to residents with varying socioeconomic and racial/ethnic backgrounds to help promote scientific or technical information and knowledge learning. For instance, special attention could be targeted to utilize the communication style (including materials, tools, activities and venues used) that may best connect with members of a particular neighborhood, faith organization, cultural association, civic league and the like.

- Third, it is essential to conduct presentations or discussions about resilience planning in a format that is easy to understand and relatable to the audience’s life in a busy urban environment. It is equally important to make the presentation materials interesting, by utilizing visual communication tools as well as interactive communication devices (e.g., animation or digital simulation) to stimulate audience interest and learning. To help make resilience planning a cool operation with a tint of urban sophistication, recruiting local artists to create artwork and/or perform music or plays that express the power of social
resilience against the hostile effects of climate change could also be an effective approach for cultivating community efficacy and empowerment.

- Fourth, apply social marketing communication techniques to disseminate (or push) resilience planning messages and elicit (or pull) resilience planning engagement from the audience. As smartphones remain unavailable to nearly 30% of low-income households – and about 45% of these households don’t have broadband services and a computer at home,\(^{27}\) – reaching the economically disadvantaged population could be a challenge. Hence, the communication strategy could emphasize one-on-one interpersonal, neighborhood and family/friend/relative venues that could reach the hard-to-reach residents. Likewise, utilizing digital communication platforms remains an important channel to connect with those residents who are online and digital mobile.

- Fifth, cultivate social capital by promoting social connections between neighbors who live in the same apartment/condo building and neighborhood. As social capital could serve as the basis for building both individual and collective efficacy, it could also provide the backbone for promoting community-based resilience planning.

**SECTION 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

The current project is a pilot study that explores the influence of different human factors on individuals’ cognitive, affective and behavioral resilience toward flood and erosion risk in their community. This social science theory-based inquiry undertaken by the current study aims at filling an empirical gap – in both the scholarly and practice literatures – to gain a better understanding of the issues surrounding social resilience at the individual and community level. To meet the study objectives, the project targeted selected areas that are most impacted by flood and erosion risk, as identified by major stakeholders from each project site, namely, the Town of Fairfield and City of Bridgeport.

**5.1 Project Summary**

The Town of Fairfield is a suburban community whose residents are relatively homogeneous in terms of their demographic characteristics, education background and household income level. By comparison, the City of Bridgeport is the largest city in Connecticut; its residents are highly diverse in their demographic attributes, education status and household income profile. For this reason, it was generally anticipated that study findings generated from each of these project sites would be more dissimilar than similar. Findings from this study both confirmed and disconfirmed this anticipation, depending on the issue at stake.

Specifically, residents in both communities share similar fear, anxiety, and vulnerability beliefs associated with the flood and erosion risk that they face at the individual and community level. These cognitive and affective responses don’t necessarily translate to uniform beliefs about their confidence in (and motivation to reduce) their risk exposure by engaging in resilience planning.

activity. Fairfield respondents appear to feel less efficacious individually and collectively as a community to address their environmental risk, relative to Bridgeport respondents.

The biggest perceived barriers to resilience planning reported by the Fairfield sample include “other priorities” and then “high cost.” For the Bridgeport sample, these barriers are “apathy” and “need for special skills.” Financial considerations appear to figure prominently for the Fairfield, but not for the Bridgeport sample. This discrepancy can be explained by Bridgeport respondents’ belief in shared burdens for risk management between their own community, other CT’s coastal communities/residents and U.S. taxpayers, which is a belief only expressed by about half of their Fairfield counterparts.

While just over half of both samples believe that another Sandy-like superstorm could arrive in the next hurricane season, their decision-making style for flood-damage recovery is decisively different. In the hypothetical risk-seeking vs. risk-avoidance scenarios provided in the context of a financial loss vs. gain in making flood-damage repair, Fairfield residents appear to be relatively more risk averse than their Bridgeport counterparts. It is likely that these results could have been moderated by other social and psychological factors that would require additional analysis and research to provide a scientifically sound explanation, if these insights are to be utilized for planning community-based public engagement and communication strategies.

In terms of disseminating flood-risk information, TV stations and cable TV networks that provide weather-forecast related news (online and offline) are the dominant sources, alongside weather-related mobile phone applications. While one’s social network (including family, relatives, friends and neighbors) is a similarly popular source for sharing flood-risk information for Bridgeport respondents, it is a much less cited source for their Fairfield counterparts. Even though social media are the least referenced sources for receiving flood-risk information, the Bridgeport sample are two-to-ten times more likely than the Fairfield sample to report that they receive such information from social media platforms. These findings about social media use may be indicative of the stronger social ties/capital among Bridgeport than Fairfield respondents in risk-information sharing via online social networks.

When a hypothetical parcel tax policy (independent from the property value of the parcel) is proposed to the respondents as an option to help fund local resilience projects, most respondents from both communities believe that the policy will receive support from their own household (or property owners) at risk in CT’s coastal community. They also believe that a bonding (rather than taxing) policy will be a more viable funding scheme. While most Bridgeport respondents support a flat fee for all property owners, regardless of ownership type, most Fairfield respondents favor a prorated fee (weighed by property proximity to a floodplain). Both sets of respondents prefer the lowest hypothetical annual tax rate presented to them (i.e., $20 per parcel); between 18% and 25% of all respondents would support the highest tax rate (i.e., $75 per parcel).

A majority of respondents from both communities consider the following information to be important to them: who is in charge of resilience project planning, what these projects are, how much the projects would cost, and whether these projects would affect the residents/community. The importance of science in validating the rationale for planning resilience projects is conferred by 79%-87% of the respondents. While these statistics supporting the value of science outpaces
those reported by the general public, a recent poll found that public trust in environmental scientists in on the upswing. In particular, even though only 16% of the public reportedly has “a lot of familiarity” with what environmental scientists do and less than half (43%) believe these scientists “care about the community/the public,” a majority (57%) have a “mostly positive view” about them and have “heard/read about them” in the news (60%).28

As for how best to communicate with and engage them in resilience planning activities, respondents from the two communities have divergent views. The top-three most effective means for communication mentioned by the Fairfield sample include the use of emails, public meetings and then phone messages. Bridgeport respondents prefer the utilization of inter-neighborhood working groups and public meetings, followed by neighborhood/community design workshops and emails/phone messages. Aside from both choosing the formal public meetings as the second most favorite communication venue, the Fairfield sample appears to favor electronic channels and the Bridgeport sample seems to desire both in-person and electronic channels for communication.

Lastly, even as a small number of Fairfield respondents (12.7%) have ever heard of the Town’s citizen-led Flood and Control Board, between 26% and 44% of them are interested in directly engaging the Board to learn about or participate in resilience planning in their community. Combined with at least 46% of respondents who wish to keep up with the upcoming resilience planning events and another 25% who may be interested in receiving resilience planning resources, the Town of Fairfield could be poised to expand participation of resilience planning among its residents. As a vast majority of Bridgeport respondents have expressed interest in directly engaging and participating in resilience planning activities hosted by the Resilient Bridgeport project, an equal number of them also desire to keep up with resilience planning resources and upcoming planning events. The City of Bridgeport has thus gained a strong foundation for engaging its residents in future community-based resilience planning.

5.2 Limitations

When interpreting the current study findings, several limitations should be noted. First, a purposive sample instead of a random sample was recruited among individuals who reside in region that is most impacted by flood and erosion risk for both project sites. Second, the Fairfield sample includes residents who vary in their proximity to the flood/erosion threat along the Long Island Sound. The Bridgeport sample tends to include residents who share a similar level of exposure to coastal flood/erosion risk. Third, the study focuses on social resilience against coastal flood/erosion risk. It appeals to property owners who live near or in a floodplain more than those residents who are not property owners nor live near (or in) a floodplain. Fourth, both study samples likely contain self-selection bias, due to the fact that highly motivated individuals in the sampling frame might have chosen to participate in the study. Fifth, this self-selection bias has helped produce a sample that is not representative of the South End residents, in terms of their demographic characteristics (see Sec 3.1.1). This bias also reflects the on-going challenge of obtaining a higher response rate from the hard-to-reach individuals in society, as nearly one-

---

third of these individuals don’t own a smartphone and more than half of them don’t have an Internet-connected home computer (see Sec 5.1). Sixth, an in-person recruitment and/or survey will increase the response rate from those individuals who traditionally don’t respond to other forms of surveys, especially an online survey that require the use of either a smartphone or Internet-connected computer at home. A large-scale, in-person recruitment and/or survey will require more time and resources for the study.

5.3 Conclusions

As the concept of community can vary depending on a combination of historical, social, cultural, racial, ethnic, geographic or ideological factors, it could be challenging to establish a community identity that aligns with individual beliefs about environmental conservation and climate change. This suggests that the success or failure in building resilient coastal communities is incumbent on finding a common ground and shared vision that could rally individuals with divergent beliefs to drive resilience planning and projects to benefit most, if not all members, of a community. Hence, an approach that looks to progressively build the social capital needed to achieve that common ground and shared vision could be cultivated – starting with households located on one street and then spread to multiple streets – followed one neighborhood and then multiple neighborhoods, and so on.

Public engagement and communication strategies are important tools for cultivating social capital among members of a community. If one approaches the concept of building community resilience from a social marketing communication perspective, then the relevant public engagement and communication strategies could be integrated into a larger social marketing communication strategy to help achieve the goal of building resilient coastal communities. Specifically, applying the marketing concepts of the 4 P’s – Product, Price, Place and Promotion – a social marketing communication strategy could conceptualize “resilient community” as Product, “costs and benefits” as Price, “practice venues” as Place and “engagement and communication strategy” as Promotion. In addition, relevant resilience planning knowledge and skills should be integrated with each of the 4 P’s in the social marketing communication strategy to connect the concept of community with resilience practice.

The lessons learned from the current project suggest that the notion of a resilient community should be conceptualized as a multidimensional living construct, if the goal is to build and strengthen the capacity, motivation and resolve of community members with different socio-cultural identities to resist the threat and reduce the risk stemming from climate change. Findings reported for this study have provided more questions than answers, in terms of how best to engage and communicate with members of a coastal community to promote resilience planning – as the foundation for building social resilience – and ultimately a resilient coastal community. Continuing research that could help validate or improve the results produced by this project is needed to further advance our scientific knowledge of how people process and respond to risk information as well as what could motivate them to develop the necessary efficacy at the individual and collective level to stare down the challenge presented by the forces of nature.
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